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Farewell Seniors, we'll miss you

Congratulations Class of 1992 III
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Go For the Gold!!!
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Superlatives...
Most likely to die playing Beirut...Tim Genecco
Most likely to bury Mrs. Barnum in her backyard .Christine Li
mauro
Most likely to win the Noble Peace Prize with her dissertation in
Economics...Theresa Jankowski
Most likely to invest in utility knives...Maurice Rose
Most likely to be admitted into "Post-it Note" rehab... Lori Petruzzelli
Most likely to "Vogue"...Lauren Rizy
Most likely to be found interfacing.. .Ringgo Abarro
Most likely to panic during an earthquake...Gina Siconolfi
Most likely to get lost in her own room...Kathleen Harrington
Most likely to hold up a wall...Aimie Hendricks
Most likely to clean the entire townhouse complex with a
toothbrush...Christine Cochrane
Most likely to be locked out of her house...Karyn Clyne
Most likely to have her missing article of clothing found by a
dog...Christa Bellafiore
Most likely to plan everything...Renee Brown
Most likely to put beer in his Cheerios...Jim Brandt
Most likely to have her own workout video...Karen Lee
Most likely to be caught with her tinsle down around her knees...Nicole
Laudadio
Most likely to own a Chinese restaurant...Anthony P. Martini
Most likely to wake up at 8:08 o'clock...Marisa Haddad
Most likely to marry a younger man...Kathleen Bannan
Most likely to burn down her first house during supper...Lisa Forbes
Most likely to give good enema...Anne Zaharek
Most likely to be taped to a wall...Amy Coccodrilli
Most likely to put a guy to sleep...Miffy Lanosa
Most likely to have the song "Let's Get Physical" as her wedding
theme...Jen Bellows
Most likely to avoid pregnancy for fear of being fat...Kim Kelly
Most likely to be a ketchup packet supplier forMcDonalds... Jennifer
Murphy
Most likely to fail out on purpose for the next two years so she can
graduate with the class of 1994...Peachy Hoyne
Most likely to be driving a trolley to the shopping mall..Jen
Augustine
Most likely to eat bales of hay in Hee-Haw's barnyard...Steve Forrest
Most likely to be waving newon flags on an airport runway...Pam
Davis
Most likely to be arrested for wearing only a tea bag.. .Roger D'Agostin
Most likely to play Jimmy Olsen in "Superman VI"...Tom Ryan
Most likely to become a world-famous fried dough chef...Sarah
MacCormack
(
Most likely to become a Buddhist monk (or aroadie for Primus)... John
Ambery
Most likely to be living in Staten Island, from whence he came... Vinny
Galgano
Most likely to be in Good Housekeeping...Stephen Pissarro
Most likely to sleep through graduation...Karl Hermonat
Most likely to take over the "Mayors" upon graduation...Pat Matthews
Most likely to be Hair Club President...David Foley
Most likely to eat bagels and pickled herring...Pat Quinn
Most likely to be overheard playing Marco Polo.. John Ambery
Best I.D. lender...Leigh Aberach
Most likely to be the first female Attorney General of U.S....Lori
Petruzzelli
Most likely to write "14,000 things to be happy about part II."..Shelly
Muro
Most likely to be seen on MTV in the future...Chris Limauro
Most likely to cook in the dorms...Lauren Rizy, Noelle Nish, Jen
Monahan and Renee Brown
Most likely to have a dance named after him...Doug Perlitz
Most likely to cause panic during and earthquake.. .Kristina Skoczylas
Most likely to wear flats at her wedding...Barbara Jettmar
Most likely to be mistaken for Crystal Gayle...Nancy Petraca
Most likely to scream "You suck"...Geena Goodhand
Most likely to see "dancing men" in the bushes...Susan West
Most likely to get inot a car accident in a third world country...Mary
Nicholas
Most likely to change everything into mathematical terms...Renee
Brown
Most likely to reach the century mark for skipped classes...Jim
Brandt
Most likely to go to work drunk.. Jay "Studmuffin" Gilmartin
Most likely to be passed out on a counter with a bagel in hand...Kate
Mullen
Most likely to pound beers at Friendly's...Ken Malomo
Most likely to go on to culinary school...Colleen Morrissey
Most likely to drive to Atlantic City on a whim...Laura Griffin
Most likely to be a creature magnet...Anne Zaharek
Most likely to be Morticia in The Addams Family II..Jane Amery
Most likely to light up a cigarette as she walks down the aisle.. Julie
Trask
Most likely to be having a wild, passionate affair with a
weatherman...Lisa Gizzi
Most likely to write a how-to book on "How to Pick Up a MAn in Less
Than 5 Minutes"...Kim Stengel
Most likely to pass out after a few social drinks with friends...Vicki

Ruoff
Most likely to be caught rolling a bone with Paul McCartney.. John
Bromage
Most likely to win the Gold medal in the High Jump...Karen
v McPartland
y

"Some people
come into our lives
and quickly go.
Some stay for a
while and leave
footprints on our
hearts, and we are
never ever the
same.
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Where will we

ben/Of PrOpheCieS be in five years
m
Linda McDermott...will be married.
*rom nOW...
Laura Daley...will be managing the concession stand at Waltham High School football games.
Arlene O'Donovan...will be co-hosting "America's Funniest Home Videos" With Bob Saget.
Jenn Pinto...will be planning 1692 nights since graduation, while moonlighting as a "Soul Train"
dancer.
Dana Luppino...will be the nursing technical advisor on "General Hospital," "Days of Our
Lives," and "Nurses." Cringes at the sight of "Trapper John, M.D." and "Quincy" - why
didn't anyone tell the actors how to give a proper injection or how to apply an icepack?!?
Pat Matthews, Chris Slattery and Nick /W.will be doing time at Bridgeport Jail for indecent
exposure (but at least you have your shoes on!!).
Mark DeSteno...will be still laying around the couch at the Disco Inferno
Tricia Afe//y...will be still philosophizing about life and wishing she was a "shark."
Christine Locher...w\\\ be devoted to protesting excess consumerism. Picketing the Limited
and Limited Express from time to time. Swears will wear same clothing for ten years
AT LEAST.
Kristine Espos/fo.will get lost on her way home from work - wearing a hearing aid with pompoms tied to her rearview mirror. Will be mom of Krissy - Cheerleading Champ of Long
Island.
Will Sheridan and Chris McCabe...will be co-competitors for "Mr. Universe."
Sue McCarthy...will be a female Felix Unger.
Shannon Murphy...will be a drill seargant at a military camp for young boys.
Peggy Carney...will be a proctologist.
Megan O'Brien...will be a sample giver at B.J.'s wholesale.
Mary Louise...will be a professional cleaning woman - loving it, who moonlights as a mall rat.
Leslie Frigo...will be the new Saint Pauli Girl who even dances with props.
Mary 0'S/iea...will be the biggest private owner of stocks in hairdryers.
Katie Coyle...will be the new Palmolive hands.
Marybeth Murphy...will be Ellio's pizza sales distributer.
Steven Martorella...w\\\ be a transit cop with a wife named Peg.
Frank Malara...will be the proud father of three sons; Sonny, Fredo and Michael.
Michael Anderson and Michael Kirkutis... Mike and Mike will be the stars of the new hit series,
"Wondertwins." Anderson will possess the ability to slip through cracks under doors,
while Kirkutis will be able to transform into an albatross.
AlfredFoglio.mW be either a customer representative for Rogaine Inc. or the president of the
Hair Club for Men.
Jen Greshock... married to a deaf man and be the fastest sign-language teacher in the U.S.
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Reflections on Four Years of Images
Christina Hennessy
Editor Emeritus
Since I have been very little
I have loved kaleidoscopes. My
sister Mimi and I found them
magical. All those little pieces
rumbling around in the tube finally
assembling to make a brilliant
almost gaudy pattern (that may
explain my often blinding and occasionally clashing color choices
for my fashions - it had an early
influence) was
so intriguing.
When I
got older, however, I realized
that
there
wasn't really as
many little bits
of
moving
color, rather a
reflection of
pieces of colored glass, off
mirrors. These
changing symmetrical patterns seemed to
come together
only after there
was complete
chaos after the
spinning of the tube.
There is another definition
for kaleidoscope. As defined by
Random House, the word can
explain a "shifting pattern, scene,
or the like."
Such a shifting of scene
has adequately depicted my four
years at the University, as I have
gone from somebody thinking I
would never fit in or become involved, to a person who has many

supportive and loyal friends and
finishing out my term as the head
cheese for this rag.
I have found my place
because of my friendships with
very special people, most of all my
sister, Mimi. As a commuter, my
roomie was Mimi, and I sure am
glad she came here. While I am
sure we would both have been
successful if we attended different
schools, success is better when
shared with somebody who really
knows you
and cares
about you.
I
think we
may scare
people at
times with
our antics
and skewed
look at life,
and for that
I am happy.
T ha n k s
M e e m .
Don't let
senior year
get
you
down, enjoy
yourself
and remember to only worry about the big
stuff, such as what dress should
you buy for Harvest and what table
should you sit at while dining in
the Stag-Her.
To my brother John who
will be a sophomore next year, I
realize we only got to spend a year
together, during which I was very
busy, but I want to thank you for
worrying about me and helping me
out with sound advice.

Memories of 1992
Lori Petruzzelli
Boston Senior Trip Memories: Gina Siconolfi swearing she
saw Santa fly through the sky (and she was sober)!
Most unusual summer break memory: Lori Petruzzelli being
seated next to a vagrant at the Johnny Carson show while Kristina
Skoczylas comfortably watched from two rows away as he stood up
and conducted with the Orchestra

friends,
Don't Let four 'Dreams Die!
Dream Deferred
- Langston "Hughes
What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Orfester like a sore —
And then run?
Does it stinkjike rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over —
like a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load.
Or does it explode?
To my Nubian sisters and brothers,
%eep your eyes on the. prize and don't
let Chuckget you dozvnl
Teace, I love you
- submitted By Camille iMelika 'Banks

Finally, my mother, Susan,
and my father, Jack, have been
supportive and concerned since I
first set foot in that really big puddle
and wrecked my new shoes during
Orientation'88. While it is important to be able to live on your own
and at times people may wonder
how it is to commute, I can only
say that when you are sick somebody makes you tea and gets you
medicine, when your car breaks
down somebody drops everything
to make sure you get to class, when
your alarm goes off but your body
says "snooze," somebody is there
to make sure you make it to class
on time and when you just need to
talk and talk and talk and talk,
somebody is there to listen for as
long as it takes.
I'm lucky
that the people who
have known me the
longest have also
been able to help me
with this year'schal
lenges.
To all my
other friends who
are family but just
noiin blood, I won't
name you all but you
all know who you
are. Unfortunately I
don't think I tell you
all often enough how
much you mean to
me. Whether you
will be here next
year, or entering a new phase of
life, I wish you the best of luck and
hope you have fun finding what
you want to do.
To the people at The Mirror
who must think one of the filing

cabinets fell on my head this summer, and I have never quite recovered from the blow, thank you for
an unparalled effort to get out a
quality paper each week. Often
only the people at the top get the
recognition, but the only reason
they receive the attention is the
work of the people who often go
unnoticed. I haven't forgotten and
wish to thank all of you publically
for sacrificing your time and effort
to make the paper the force it is today.
Keep it up next year and
don't let anybody bring down your
spirits. You are all a group of
talented writers who give the student body an excellent paper each
week. And to Claire and Jim, call
me only if it is an emergency (only

kidding). You will both do a great
job and I am confident and happy
that you will love/hate the paper as
much as I do.
Frank, thank you for your
help and I am sure next year's staff

will benefit from your critques and
your suggestions and your genuine
interest in our paper and the student body.
After working four years
for a paper that has reflected a
changing scene, after living
through more changes than my
body and mind could handle at
times and after struggling to maintain the memories of my time here
I can only look forward to what
chaos I will be stepping into and
the brilliant scenes that will pass
before my eyes.
The four years the Senior
class has spent here has seemed as
though we were all those little
pieces of glass rumbling around,
often knocking into each other, yet
striving to create a scene in which
all could look and find their reflection.
To the golden class that
has given Fairfield University a
shine far greater than any jewel,
the world desperately needs people
working in their own quiet ways
finding purpose and giving hope to
those that no longer see the beautiful glimmering wonders of this
world.
I know this class will be
those people because of the brilliant kaleidoscope of friends that
have passed before my eyes in
these four years.
I couldn't have made the
journey I began four years ago
without the support, humor and
strength of my friends and family.
And the good things about friends
and family, especially, is that they
can't get rid of you, so I should be
set for at least the next four years.
Bye-Bye
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"A Lifetime's Not Too Long To Live As Friends"
Emily Okenquist
News Editor Emeritus
I open my journal to the
first entry I ever made - Sunday,
September 4, 1988. It's been a
long time since I read those scant
details of my arrival at Fairfield
University, but even without them,
I will never forget that day.
I remember red umbrellas
against a dreary backdrop of that
rainy afternoon, walking into a
closet-size, musty-smelling dorm
room which from then on was
home, going from meeting to
meeting with a feeling of apprehension wondering what I was
doing there and what the next four
years would bring. I don't doubt
many of your first memories are
the same.
Once beyond remembrances of that day which are
common to us all, I continue reading to recall more personal ones.
Wearing my roommate's

L.L. Bean pullover, I trudged in
soppy sneakers
to have my I.D.
picture taken in
Gonzaga Auditorium, where I
stood behind a
girl who soon became, and still is,
one of my closest friends. From
there I dodged
stream-length Myself and Dawn Randall
puddles in attempts to join the other 192-92-38 Nights. The numbers
overwhelmed freshmen in my Ori- are getting smaller.
While I look back and
entation Group at the Oak Room,
where I talked with a fellow Eng- smile at most of my Fairfield
lish major who also became, and memories, it's inevitamble that a
few are not as positive as these. It's
has remained, a best friend.
I nod and smile as I read said even difficult days don't seem
about the Quad water fight the first as bad when viewed in retrospect.
Sunday of freshman year, our first I find myself realizing that when I
Stag basketball game, the surprise read about making it through troubbirthday party my friends planned lesome times, accomplishing that
for me. My memory flashes back because my friends were there, and
to sophomore year when we were I trusted in God with the belief that
intramural softball champs, walk- everything happens for a reason.
ing 80 blocks in New York City for Never have I felt alone with no one
the Earth Day celebration, going to turn to, never have I grown so
out for a night on the town to see close to so many people in such a
"Les Miserables." I pick at a stain short time, and never have I wished
of dried peach paint on my Fair- I were anywhere but here. I have
field sweatshirt - a permanent all of you to thank for that.
From the beginning - to
reminder of the Hunger Cleanup
we took part in as juniors, the same my wonderful friends from Regis
year which brought the milestone 3, to my terrific housemates in TH
116, to my special friend with
of turning 21.
Now opening my fourth whom I shared so many tea parties
journal, nostalgia hits hard for the and peace parties, to all the incredend is coming closer, and I read ible and talented people I met and
about the memorable Senior Re- worked with in activities like the
treat, Spring Break in Florida, 400- Mirror and Campus Ministry, and

Senior Quotes and Memories - The
"I'm the map and you're the explorer" - Tracy Dunn
"You know you want it" - Stephanie Zacharias
"I'm a woman scorned" - Michelle Shepard

to all my other unforgettable friends
with whom I laughed and cried, I
thank you for giving me four of the
best years of my life.
From the rainy day I arrived at Fairfield, it is that feeling
of friendship, of loyalty and concern, that has remained with me to
this day. With everyone saying
Fairfield is a "friendly place," the
phrase almost becomes a cliche,
but a wonderful one at that.
Skimming through my
four journals and my four photo
albums, each which chronicles a
year of my college experience, I
realize as everything else in life
changes, friendships are one element over which we have control,
for with a little work and dedication, they can remain strong and
constant forever.
Many of my Fairfield
friendships have endured since the
very beginning, while others
formed, some unexpectedly, as
time went on.
Common to them all, however, and including
graduates and present juniors, sophomores, and freshmen as well as my
fellow seniors, is
that each is very important to me in a
special, individual
way, whether I see
them everyday, or
ocassionally at a
party or passing between classes.
Though I

hate to admit it, I understand that I
may never see many of you again,
but the memories we shared have
been permanently recorded in my
treasured remembrances, permanently remembered in my mind
and heart, like the peach paint on
my sweatshirt.
While it seems impossible
to sum up four years of college, the
friendships made, and the thoughts
of leaving them in one final article,
I think my most recent journal
entry, lines from the song "A
Friend's A Friend Forever," accomplishes it as completely as
possible.
"A friend's a friend forever, if the Lord is Lord of them.
And a friend will not say never,
'cause the welcome will not end.
Though it's hard to let you go, in
the Father's hands we know, a lifetime's not too long to live as
friends."
I love you and will miss
you all. Good luck, keep smiling,
and may God bless you.

"I think we're going to have to get drunk to have a good time"
- Michelle Shepard
"Oh Drummey - Why don't you drink like you've got a pair"
- Michelle Shepard
"My car is definitely going to bottom out" - Vicki Ruoff

¥

"Oh Vicki - You have the longest toenails" - Mike Leary
"I love boys, I love to kiss boys, and they love me" - Kim Stengel
"I don't call it sex, I call it making babies" - Melissa Dinger
"You show me nothing" - Overflow/Zoo

w&lcoming...

Fairfield, June 13th
to your night
SUMMER OF 92

SUMMER OF 92

SUMMER OF 92

SUMMER OF 92

CLASS REUNION
FREE ADMISSION with

College I.D. and proof of 21 (and over).
Fairfield Alumni identification Accepted.

"No matter what time of night or day
it is, you'll always find a friend at..."

™ BOARDY BARN

270 west MontaukHighway, Hampton Bays (516)728-5760
if you require lodging to stay over, contact these Chambers of Commerce
RIVERHEAD
HAMPTON BAYS
SOUTHAMPTON
(516) 727-7600
(516) 728-2211
(516) 283-0402

Senior Prophecies
Christopher Pomeroy...will have missed his wedding, because he is still
finishing Dr. Ross's paper.
Kristen Killilea...m\\ be an unemployed topless waitress.
Sue Schlesinger...w\\ be sipping cocktails by her pool waiting for the reviews of
her newly produced play.
Gina Satta...will be living in California where her worldwide radio show will be
broadcasted. She'll be receiving tremendous amounts of fan mail daily.
Lynn Rutkoski...w\\\ be steadily climbing the corporate ladder and will answer
her phone..."HELLO."
Dawn Randall...will be creating cover designs and inspirational poems for her
greeting card company.
Chris Steger...will be the manager of a pro-baseball team. On the side, he'll be
producing/starring in the Broadway version of "Beauty and the Beast."
Lisa DiBeneditto, Donna Cavaliere and Kelly Reynolds... will be co-owners of
the Bayside Bar, the Caribbean's finest establishment.
TH 21 Gentlemen...will be living the good life in Bedrock with the purple
prehistoric prince.
Michael Wywoda...w\\\ be the CEO of a major company.
Marc Cobb...vj\\\ be fighting off his adoring pupils in his ninth grade math class.
His most prized possessions will still be his clock and his Dino.
Mark Justin...finally after being the Red Baronness's protege, he lands the part
of Gaston in Chris Steger's production of "Beauty and the Beast."
Break a leg!
Sharon Bartlett...W\\\ be married to Ray and own a successful flower shop.
Bill McCarthy...after years of participating in the Yucca Ritual, he finally learns
how to become one with the Yucca and is named The Yucca God.
Kim Carini...will be the starring role in Fatal Attraction II.
Melissa Fiorini...will be dropping out of med school to pursue her true career as
a hair beautician.
Harry Swain...will be the honorary recipient of the Eagle Scout Award.
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In a Flash Before My Eyes...
Chris Noga
These past four years have
just flashed before my very eyes.
Before I return to the Midwest, I
would like to reminisce a bit and
thank a few special
,
people (although !
would certainly
like to thank
many more than
I could ever
possibly mention in this article).
First
of all, cheers to the
Loyola days of freshman"%
and sophomore year. Jen,
how will I ever forget the time you
burnt your leg with the curling
iron? Or the time when I burnt my
leg with the iron? Or the many
times that we both charred the ironing board cover? We were GEEKS,
but we did laugh hysterially. A big
thanks to Loyola III guys from
those years. I will always remember the woo-woo parties in Neil
and Tony's room, hanging out,
being thrown in the shower and
tag-team wrestling. J and Ei, thanks
for being the best of friends. leannot even express in words how
much the two of you have meant to
me throughout the past four
years...cheers to swan diving from
your loft, to the Hole, to retreats

and to the birthday party at Sasco.
Secondly, I would like to
fondly remember the 1990-91
Campion R. A. Staff as well as the
1992 Jogues Staff. I will always
treasure the friendships created
________ through our mutual desire to work with one
another and the
Y
0>.
residents.
Campion: I
will never
forget dinner
at
Sakura's,
chocolate fondue, jumping on
Denis when he was
sleeping, the night at
the Reservoir, and Scott's yellow
sweat shorts which he displayed
during the plethora of fire alarms.
Jogues: Thanks for the mid-year
acceptance,
Loobs' endless
humor, Ed's
early morning
wake-up calls,
staff dinners,
and Pembroke,
"See?".
Col,
Cath, Trace,
Chris and Margaret: Thanks
for the fun times
at TH 112 first
semester. I am

Superlatives...

sorry that our time together was
cut short...thank you for understanding me and supporting me in
my decision. By the way, Col, you
have made the past year incredibly
fun. Once again, it is difficult to
explain how much your gift of
friendship means to me.
Finally, a huge thanks to
the 1990-91 Campion II women
and the 1991-92 Jogues II South
women. Your energy, enthusiasm
and friendship ahve helped to make
my junior and senior years the best
ever af Fairfield. Although you
often saw me running around like
a mad woman, I want you all to
know that I think about you often
and do not know any better way in
which my last two years could
have been happier. Thank you for
joining in the pow-wows, bulletin
board creations and floor programs
as well as for just hanging out.

.whatever your labors and aspirations, in the noisy
confusion of life keep peace with your soul. With all its
sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful
world. Be careful. Strive to be happy."
...Desiderata

Senior Prophecies
Mike Drummy...will be doing Rogaine hair commercials.
Christine Marchand...will be taken up on charges that she physically attacked
a helpless male.
Rose MacKenzie...W\\\ be serving a jail sentence for the attempted (or possibly
successful) arson of the Chapel.
Thalia Cocconi...will be dancing down the streets of France dressed up as
Minnie Mouse working for EuroDisney.
Cindy Phillips...will be a homeless schizophrenic with five children of question
able parentage.
Tracy McGuigan..M\\ be the director of a psychiatric hospital where she caters
to only her closest friends: Thalia, Rose and Cindy.
Eileen Lopez., will still be sleeping and still paying bills.
* graduate of Pace Law School, in first year as an attorney, works for the
government as an International law representative for the U.S.
Gladys Chevere..M\\ still be looking for bargains.
Bejan Shemarini...will be President of the Hair Club for Men.
Brian McSherry...w\\\ become the next host of Love Connection and the next
contestant to win the "Ultimate Stud" award on STUDS.
Chris Slattery...will be working the 12-8 a.m. shift at Paradise Massage in
Peoria, Illinois.
Rick Flair...will be in contention for his first ever WWF Championship.
John Joyce...will be working as a full time chaffeur for his wife/boss, Laura.
John Fay...will be finished his five-year sentence in the Federal Penitentiary for
owning and operating a brothel serving societal madames.
Mark Cryan...will be a Metro-North majority shareholder - Fairfield-Grand
Central line.
Jonas...will be just a mere 97 credits from graduation.
Megan Sheehan...after Megan returned to Kenya, she married a Masai warrior.
She is now running an extension of Harry's Liquors in Nairobi.
* spokesperson for "Save the Beaver" foundation.
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Most likely to say, "No, you just don't understand!"...Julie Stefani
Most likely to rul foreign land.Leilani Davis
Most likely to own a red wine vineyard...Colleen Morrissey
Most likely to be a stow-away on a Navy frigate set sail for the Persian
Gulf...Laura Griffin
Most likely to throw a phone...Tom Fitzgerald
Most likely to be "released"...Matt Coldren
Most likely to wipeout in the graduation procession...MaryBeth
Maransky
Most likely to do a 7-11 slurppe run at 2 a.m...John Coff
Most likely to have mail sent to her dog.. Jen Monahan
Most likely to hang dried corn on her back proch.. .Christa Bellafiore
Most likely to have a "flashback"...Cindy Trust
Most likely to use her body for public entertainment...Lynn
Inderbitzen
Most likely to pick up chicks at "Kids 'R' Us".. Jed Flaherty
Most likely to say "I'm sorry"...Jane Schadl
Most likely to be the guest psychologist on Oprah...Kathy Tamulis
Most likely to hold a John 3:16 sign at a Bruin's game...juliane
Buonanno
Most likely to lip sync movies...Jen Monahan
Most likely to be arrested for abducting Mrs. Barnum.. .Lor i Petruzzelli
Most missed.. Jamie Cantwell
Most likely to blow California into the Pacific Ocean due to a Chemistry demonstration...Linda Bruzinski
Most comfortable to sleep with...Chris Lenzen
Most likely to become a "Solid Gold" dancer...Kiera Robb
The house with the best two watts...TH134
Best smelling guy on campus.. John Coff
Most likely to fall while standing completely still on skis...Maria
Magliocco
Most likely to think about quitting smoking...Chris Allen
Most likely to meet Clyde the Wonder Dog in a hotel lobby...Lori
Petruzzelli
Most likely to steal a street sign...Diane Lauritano
Most likely to be with Kevin Talz..Jane Malley
Most humble giver...Mike Smith (Cali)
Most likely to use three...Eileen Sullivan
Most likely to have a dragon fly as a family pet...Marisa Haddad
Most likely to bring her dog on errands.. Jen Monahan
Most likely to sleep through her classes...Noelle Nish
Most likely to publish a book on cheesy opening lines for the opposite
sex.. Jed Flaherty
Most likely to wear baloney...Tracey Lodie
Most likely to say "Basically".. Goomba
Most likely to be in a porno...Ken Malomo
Most likely to remain indecisive on a new car and stick with his old
one...Thomas Beirne
Most likely to start a new "900" number for people who need counseling for "800" fetishes...Kathleen Bannan
Most likely to take flirting notes.. Leilani Davis
Most likely to be a shoe salesman...Steve Martorella
Most likely to be caught eating ten raviolis...Sue Liuzza
Most likely to wake up after '92 nights and not know there was a big
hunk of a man next to her...Melissa Dinger
Most likely to produce, direct and star in his own porno...Roger
D'Agostin
Most likely to be a go-go dancer...Nancy Petrarca
Most likely to pass out then pass out again and not remember
anything...Colleen Morrissey

The Mathmatics and
Computer Science
Department
Congratulates

Dr. Matt Coleman
on being voted
Teacher of the Year.
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Tour Rainbow syjod<j$&<k>
Life is fittedwith so many colors.
'Yet, we are so grey.
In the midst of life s confusion
■we can still revel with thoughts
of accomplishment and success.
Jet, when faced with failure and tragedy
we are lost.
Life can cut so straight with such a dull knife
that we are torn and left with shades of only
black^andwhite
It is those who rise up to find all the wonderful colors
around and inside each of us
that find
fulfillment.
Searching for a place that has no name,
a sanctuary that breathes our life and being
is a journey that encompasses
a magnificent spectrum of colors.
Jrom the passion of red that, bums our blood,
to the t^ears of blue that flow with hardship and loss.
from the jubilance of orange that rage our desires,
to the fear of yellow that freeze and captures our words.
from the comfort of green that brushes against our soul,
to the softness ofpinf^that willfully guides us to fall.
It is all there
and more...
It is up to each of us to gather these colors
that will be remembered in our hearts
to create a rainbow of memories.
So that when the path you choose must be traveled
alone
the colors of your life wUl brighten the way.
JOT that is why Oie created them ail.
So although love makes the world go round
it doesn 't stop you from going around the world
and spreading your love.
'Take time to touch as many lives as you can and
shine that light inside you onto others.
And you will be able to run through raindrops
tofdlthe world with
your colors
and your smile.
So to my fellow graduating seniors and friends
and to the entire family at f airfield University
my best wishes to your lives
and to your
rainbow.

N

. /.

"...you may say I'm a dreamer, but I 'm not the only one I hope some
day you'll join us, and the world will live as one..."

Vatican!Sh'thome 1990-1992

It's about.living out of cars..trampolining.the Overflow and how to get there.Donna and her
• man..Macs parties.cookie dough ice cream.missing food.Mr. Happy..sound effects in every room at
all hours.laying out..fake ids to swap and share..Sap and Sheila and all the others..littering..hors d'oeuvres as wall decorations..late nights and early mornings..Dominos and the blueeyed girl..cat fights in the kitchen..Bill the Bird-man..showers in Gonzaga..housing.."Peek-a-boo" man and his many uneventful sleepovers..anticipation..summer mailings..hanging
out on the deck...Mantie..having the Naut and people knowing where it is..9 Holes more than once..morning parties?..Halloween jell-o shots..M&Ms. Jersey Mike's..tap searches
especially at the eleventh hour..blinds that show everything...dishees.."smooching" boys..the fountain of youth especially 42-31..the Nites..spaghetti fests...honaholics from the
Grape..three waying - "randomned"..our friend on Jogues IV..to belonging in the 70s..rumors..early morning chats..random visitors..third place..fabulous hats..good times and lots
of laughs.
To S.O., S.S., K.B., J.P., J.D., SB, R.S.: still in a way nobody sees a flower - really - it is so small - we haven't time - and to see takes time, like to have a friend takes time
- Georgia O'Keefe
Jeanne

The Math Majors of 1992
would like to congratulate
Alpha Sigma Nu

Teacher of the Year
Dr. Mathew P. Coleman

HANSEN'S FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

2550461

DELI

EXIT

FAIRFIELD U. STUDENTS
FREE SANDWICH
Buy 2 sandwiches Get 3rd FREE
Free one equal or lesser value
1813 Post Rd. - Fairfield, CT

255-2387

(Formerly the Lunch Box)
Must have coupon to receive this

The Place to be.

Proper ID required
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Rich with Friendships
Kimberly Carini
In the movie, "It's a
Wonderful Life," Clarence the
angel inscribes into Jimmy Stewart's book, "No man is poor who
has friends."
Boy, was Clarence right.
I don't think that any of us entered
Fairfield poor, but I know after
four years that we are leaving here
enormously wealthy, because of
the memories we have made and
the friendships which have sustained us.
It seems like only yesterday that we got together for our
first Campion IV floor meeting. It
was only yesterday that we piled
into Peggy's station wagon and

gether. I'm going to miss just being
together. It amazes me how much
we really are together and actually
enjoy it.
We joke about how we
go to the "Grape" or even throw a
party and yet we find ourselves
sitting at a table talking amongst
ourselves or huddled into the
kitchen like our mothers do. I used
to think this was bad; that we
weren't being social enough, but I
realize that it was perfect. We
were happy with each other and if
you can say that about a group of
people that you've lived with for
four years, that's pretty amazing
and incredibly rare.
I think this happened for
us because we all felt safe knowing

Senior Prophecies
Kate Haley...Halo Haley stole Vandy's black leather jacket and was last seen with Hell's
Angels. Some say she's on a quest for love.
Marie Perrucci...after completing medical school, Marie has been taking care of underprivileged children. She has also taken a part-time job moonlighting as a go-go dancer.
Kristin Vondehorst...after her NOW watch broke, Kristin can now be found barefoot and
pregnant in the kitchen or attending PTA meetings.
* will be a jello wrestler.
Michelle Miller...will be starring in her own exercise video. In her spare time, she experiments
with new recipes for salsa.
Darlene Lacey...she took a marketing research job with Craftmatic adjustable beds. She
finally found a job which proves profitable, while she sleeps.
Touch of Grey...The Touch of Grey guys will still be sitting in front of the television watching
Star Trek reruns.
Steve Matz...will be sitting in the stall in the Campus Center, writing grafitti and expelling the anemic
dysentery virus from his body.
Dan Generosa.. will be playing the martian in "Aliens III" - the only cast member without a costume.
Karen Elliott...will always be with a smile.
Ed Kiernan.wW fall asleep on the phone while talking to an alumni collection volunteer.
Greg Galloway...will be entering his fourth year in the military, restraining anti-war protestors and
acting as an unofficial barber for his company.
Kelly Burke...stars in movie flop - "Grease 5" with the hit song, "Look at Me I'm Kelly B." and
discovers a cure for AIDS, but loses it!
Karen Rogers...will be a counselor for athletes who don't like to sweat.
James Kennedy...will be keeping stats for the N.Y. Yankees and will be the 1994 Jeopardy
Champion.
Craig Sanborn. will be a regular at Jai Alai when not on tour with Axl. He's still waiting for fish to
come out of his sink's faucet.
Dana Lsocft... will be putting the finishing touches on her last psych paper.
Kelly O'Donnell...wins the title "Enforcer" in a Best Bouncer Contest.
Rob Fitzhenry.mW be selling gossip to the Enquirer.
John Flynn...will be on a world tour of bars beating local dart champions.
* will take over Jason Hackney's job at Super D's to gain experience in the liquor business
before opening his bar.

ilt

Kim Carini, Megan O'Brien, Leslie Frigo, Peggy Carney,
Mary Louise, Christine Marchand, Katie Coyle and Kirsten Killilea
headed for the beach (we never
did come home together, though).
It was only yesterday we flew to
Mexico and drove to Florida. It
was only yesterday that we divided into two houses and were
the first and last houses to win the
lottery and get to move to the
beach. It was only yesterday that
we bar-be-cued until we could
eat no more hamburgers and only
yesterday that we went to the
"Grape" for just one drink.
But as I look at the calendar, we have very few days left
in which we can call our yesterdays. I have mixed feelings over
this. I'm terribly upset because I
don't know what I'll do without
you guys. I'm also terribly scared
because I know that we're going
to cram as much fun into our remaining days that when it's over
I just hope that we will be standing.
But I'm going to miss
much more then partying to-

that we always had a friend and a
home at Fairfield. We have been
there for one another through the
failed tests, heart breaks and the
just plain blahs. Through it all we
have always had a home and a
friend to talk to.
Some of us did more talking (we all know Christine's wacky
childhood stories and all of the
million stories that I' ve been known
to repeat once or twice) and some
of us have done more listening
(thanks Katie, 1021, 789, J&S),
but we have always shared and
cared.
As we graduate and leave
the home that we have established
here, I know that we will be quite
sad. I often wonder if anyone
deserves anything as special as we
have had here. But I also know that
wonderful things happen to those
who deserve them and as Clarence
said we will not be poor, but we
will all truly have the wonderful
lives that we deserve.

MINOS PIZZA

LARGE
»nn
CHEESE PIZZA*/ Plus tax
Available for Delivery
or Carryout
Valid only at our campus location. Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. © 1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited delivery areas insur safe
driving. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries. Our drivers carry
less than $20.00. Party order discounts available.

MEDIUM PIE -2 ITEMS

$y00 Plus tax
Available for Delivery or Carryout
Valid only at our campus location. Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. © 1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited delivery areas insur safe
driving. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries. Our drivers carry
less than $20.00. Party order discounts available.
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Anniversary Flags Vandalized
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Laura Coffey
Staff Writer
According to James Fitzpatrick, assistant dean for University Activities, four flags which
were put up to commemorate the
University's 50th anniversary
wererecently damaged in two separate incidents.
Three of the flags damaged were located in the area between Canisius Hall and the Campus Center. These flags were cut
with a razor or a knife and then
taken from the area. They were
found missing by security on Friday, March 27 at 6:45 in the morning.
One other flag was damaged approximately three weeks
ago at Dolan Campus when someone apparently grabbed the flag
and ripped it.
"The situation is very
frustrating because the flags were
put up to celebrate the University's 50th anniversary," Fitzpa-

trick said. "We knew it would be
somewhat difficult to get through
the entire celebration period without some damage, but it is still very
disappointing."
Glen Griffen, assistant
dean of security, said that no one
was seen in the area on March 27
when the three flags were found
missing. The University has not
yet determined whether or not
students were involved in the incident.
"We are looking into the
situation," said Griffen. "We have
notified the Office of Residence
Life in case students have taken
the flags as souvenirs."
Fitzpatrick said that the
University is concerned that if more
flags are put up they might be
damaged again, and there is a replacement cost involved.
"We are concerned that if
we keep putting them up people
will keep taking them," said Fitzpatrick. "Security is aware of the
situation, and there is a heightened

awareness on their parts, but they
obviously have other concerns as
well."
Griffen added that if students did take the flags, he hopes
that they will return them.
"If students are taking
them, it is certainly a sad state of
affairs," he said. "It reflects badly
on the whole community."

Earth Day Celebrated with
Environmental Lecture
Debra De Shong
News Editor
In honor of Earth Day, Dr.
Daniel Martin spoke in the Eagan
Chapel last Wednesday. The topic
of the evening was "Cosmic
Restlessness:Faith and the Earth."
Dr. Martin, who is a Catholic priest, has worked in Kenya for
ten years where he witnessed firsthand the ongoing devastation of
the environment. Last week, he
brought to Fairfield a message of
hope and faith.
To start off the lecture on a
ligh' note, Martin expressed the
pan iox that it takes the release of
carbon dioxide to get to the many
lectures he does to warn of the
danger of substances such as this.
He said that the danger of carbon
dioxide and others are real issues
we are facing and we will have to
face them now.
Martin understands that the
average citizen can be confused
with all of the environmental advice going on and he said, "the
feeling one gets is that it's too

little, too late."
Martin said that even he
feels overwhelmed and exhasberated at times.
One of the real problems
in the environmental dilemma is

that we are treating symptoms and
not attacking the root of the problem: "treating symptoms can never
be enough, recycling and legislation are only good when they are
signs of a deeper shift in the real

concerns, not patches on problems." Martin says that we have
abused the earth and our fellow
creatures and that we must recognize this.
In order to combat the
growing problems, Martin suggested that we must feel that we
belong on earth and not exploit it.
Only the sense that we belong on
the earth will protect us from destroying it. Life on earth is an
adventure and we must discover
how to live in this frightening world
without fear.
The earth is alive, it is not
dead matter and we should recognize God in everything. If we do, it
will change out actions. As it is, we
are experiencing a collapse of our
whole way of life; our economy,
culture, and society and this is a
reflection of our impact on the
earth.
The separation of ourselves and the earth is responsible
for the decline of culture. Martin
advocated respecting the earth and
developing a relationship with the
only place we have to live.

University Computers Stoned
Jo Docimo
Staff Writer
The much publicized
Michelangelo virus that struck IBM
personal computers March 6 luckily affected only two computers in
the Faculty Office Building. "One
faculty member turned his computer on two days after the March
6 deadline and found his computer
invaded by a milder form of the
virus," said Gordan Oppenheimer,

Unix lab supervisor in the academic computing services department. The other computer affected
was that of a secretary in FOB.
Some university faculty
and employees found themselves
"stoned" by another less publicized, weaker computer virus instead. Approximately thirty IBM's
on campus were affected by the
"stoned" virus. Anti-viral software
prevented the "stoned" virus from
taking complete control over

computers.
Facutly members had
complained about slight infections
of the Michelangelo virus, prompting the Academic Computing Services to distribute software that
cleared out many of the "stoned"
bugs.
"You are stoned" was displayed on the screens of affected
computers. "Stoned" caused only
minor damage, temporarily closing many files.

Campus Crier
The Walsh Art Gallery will present a 30 year retrospective of
the work of Professor Peter Gish. Gish will retire in June after 21 years
at Fairfield and the exhibition will run from May 9 to July 25.
Fairfield University will sponsor a two-week program of
classes at the University of Lisbon, Portugal, coupled with the opportunity to sightsee, starting on July 19. For information, call Patricia
Matin at 254-4250.
On Sunday, a Mission Volunteer Mas? al the Eagan Chapel
will be celebrated at 6 pm and from 11:30 am to 2 pm, there will be a
Mission Volunteer car wash 00 .the side of the Campus Center.
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Cheers

Boos

...to May Day weekend...to
boys who had the guts to ask girls
to the dance and visa-versa..to
Clam Jam, may it live on forever, .to
returning Alumni,who get even
better looking with age..to finally
turning 21..to the Black sheep..to
crew parties and Dolan underclass
girls..to the Campion 4 girls so
they don't feel neglected..to "pennies" in Dolan..to 3 hr showers
with upperclass buddies..to
"Busch" in your G3 room waiting
for you when you get bacL.to the
2 of diamonds..to the freshman
friends and their upperclass
buddies..to girls that don't ask
why..to snakes in Dolan..to the
black and green duck that makes
house calls..to the Wooden
Seaman..to the lucky Kaiser....to
the Weakies making it into
"Cheers" all year long, .to Weakies
going into the real world in 3
weeks..to TH 113,114,115 and
134..to the cast of "Working"..to
surprises..to being sober, awake
and giving surprises..to cuties..to
the Fairfield hookup..to the Spam
Jam..to warm weather..to making
up..to having patience rewarded, .to
landmarks..to 103 and Grand
Design..to late night chicken
fights..to bike rides...to the end of
classes. ..to Pizza Hut at 10 p.m. ..to
having only 1 final...to the B-B-Q
at 142 - great job, guys!...

...to a very wet Dogwoods danccto ruined shoes..to
cold weather..to finals..to leaving
your friends until September..to
girls who say "can I get back to you
later"..to long distances and no
answers..to "seeing" each other..to
Jerky J..to 6 am crew practices on
Easter Friday..to Joe CooL.to 131
lbs and broken scales..to your
locked jaw..to titty-poos..to the 2
last weakies being left behind in 3
weeks..to having to spend another
pathetically weak year at Fairfield,
while other weakies make
money..to boys who didn't have
the nerve to ask girls to the
dance..and visa-versa..to not being
21 quite yet..to nerds who think
they're cool...to graduation...to the
return of the "thing...to saying
goodbye...to the last of
everything...to leaving the Clam
Jam early...to leaving friends...to
finals...to graduating without a
job...to alumni who rented out the
Grape on Dogwoods Weekend., .to
a wet ferris wheel ride..:to getting
written up...to being fertilized to
death before graduation...to the
people who damaged the 50th flags
- you have no respect...to siblings
who get out of college in April...to
weather too cool for April.. .to staying up all night to do a paper...to
slapping...to thefinal edition of the
Mirror...

ATTENTION:
Alumni Sons and Daughters!
Each year the Fairfield University Alumni Association hosts
an Alumni Sons & Daughters Breakfast on the morning of Commencement. All senior alumni sons and daughters and their immediate
family are invited; invitations will be sent to your homes.
The following is a list of graduating seniors who have alumni
parents. If you belong on this list but have not been included (or are
on the list and shouldn't be), it's VERY IMPORTANT that you call
Alumni Relations at 245-4280, TODAY! Thanks.
Michael Anderson, Gregory Arpino, Jennifer Bellows, Jonathan Bercham, Robert Carroll, Marc Chiampi, Angela Cirina, Christine Cochrane, Mary Coyne, Roger D'Agostin, Scott D'Angelo, Susan Duff,
Karen Elliot, Nicole Jacoby, Kimberly Kelly, Michael Krenicky, Maryfrances Lanosa, Kathleen Leary, Janet Malley, Paul Marcarelli,
Albert Mason, Michele McCann, Jennifer Monahan, Michele Muro,
Anna O'Keeffe, Emily Okenquist, Amy Olander, Sandra Panuczak,
Beth Patros, Mark Pijar, Jennifer Pinto, Patrick Quinn, Marcelle
Reilly, Lauren Rizy, Brian Roche, Marice Rose, Christine Safarik,
Kristen San Giacomo, Susan Schlesinger, Daniel Skuret, Maura
Tierney, William Walko, Catherine Walsh.

Classifieds
Top-Notch Typing Service: Reports, theses, resumes, letters. Spelling and grammar included. Very reasonable. Call 878-3610 for free
estimate.
College Students: Drive an Ice Cream Truck in your hometown in
Connecticut or Westchester County this summer. Sell Good Humor
and other ice creams. Earn $650-$950 per week. Apply now, not in
May. Blue Sky Bar Ice Cream 366-2641 Mon. - Sat. between 8 - 4.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring: Earn $2000 plus/month and world travel
Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No experience
needed. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. C459.
Full or almost full time babysitter needed for the summer. Can be
live in or live out. Two full days, two and a half days, some weekends,
some nights. About 35 hours per week with flexibility. Need your own
car two days per week. Most of the day time sitting is done at a beach
club. Good money, fun job. Might be perfect for a part time student.
Two children ages 1 and 6. Looking for a reliable, energetic person good with kids. Call 374-4466 evenings.
Camp Counselors wanted at beautiful residential summer camp for
girls in Vermont. Strong skills necessary in gymnastics, tennis, field
sports, English riding, sailing, canoeing, ceramics, arts/crafts, dance,
drama, or hiking. Good moral character and love of children a must.
Academic credit available. Mid-June - Mid-August. Female, nonsmokers. Contact Lochearn Camp, Box 500, Post Mills, Vt. 05058 1 800-235-6659.
Fast Fundraising Program: Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a $1000 bonus yourself.
And a FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Do you love children? Warm, easy-going, local family seeks live in
nanny min. one year. Free room and board and salary. Call Alicia
■ ASAP at 374-7864.
. . , ,
.-y
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Claire Clamors On...

Quiz;

No Need for a Roller Coaster for How Seventies Savvy
Are You?
May Day...The Weekend Had
Enough Ups and Downs
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
It was the best of times; it
was the worst of times. Itruled;it
stank like a twelve-day-old dead
fish. In short, this past Dogwoods
Weekend contained some of the
most awesome and the most heinous moments of the past year.
Let's start with Thursday.
You remember Thursday, right?
That was the day Mother Nature
decided to fake us all out and
bring out 80 degrees worth of .sun
and blue skies. So my friends and
I took full advantage of the
weather and laid out to get a tan
for our Dogwoods outfits. What
was ideal in theory, however,
turned into a hellish experiment
in pan-fried girls.
My friends and I laid out
for two—count' em—two hours.
As we lay there, bopping to the
tunes our Walkmen crooned
through the headphones, we
basked in the beauty of this rare
preview of the upcoming summer.
And then it happened.
When we went inside, we
found that this harmless-seeming
sunshine—it was too early in the
season for it to be that strong,
right? -v had made our skin look
like twice-baked potatoes. Oh,
sure — it was fine the rest of that
day. I even fooled a few people

into thinking I had flown to the
Caribbean for lunch.
But the next morning I
woke up to find... well, nothing.
Because my eyelids were swollen shut and I could not see. Of
course, I laughed at first, but
then when the swelling did not
go down after the first hour, I
began to imagine what I would
do with the rest of my life now
that I would never see again.
But, fortunately, after alternating between ice packs and tea
bags for several hours, my bullfrog eyes subsided and returned
to their normal volume.
Yes, I was a tad sunburned for the dance. But it was
fun nonetheless. And I didn't
have to worry about getting more
sun exposure, because the sun
did not return on Saturday. When
a group of my friends and I went
to dinner before the dance, we
scoffed at the light drizzle that
was spitting on our cars. Then
we watched as a streak of lightning illuminated the tunnel we
were about to enter, and we got a
little nervous. But luckily, the
rain stopped long enough for us
to walk into the restaurant. It
poured again during dinner, but
then stopped again as we left.
But our luck ended there.
As we returned to campus, the
skies opened and tried to crash
the dance without a ticket. But

who was going to argue with a
force of nature? So we tolerated
. the rain. Until the dance was over
and it was time to leave the tent.
Then it was like trying to leave
Noah's Ark two weeks early. I
had to elbow my way past a pair
of giraffes, but eventually I made
it to a dry (water-wise) party.
The next day was a little
better. Block parties everywhere.
And a carnival to boot. I was
psyched to ride the ferris wheel at
the May Day festival. Until I saw
it being assembled. I don't know
about anyone else, but the idea of
riding in a box, with nothing but a
bar to hold me in, around a giant
wheel that only an hour before
had been folded up on a truck
tends to frighten me. Needless to
say, I spent the day watching other
people risk their lives on that
wheel of misfortune from the
safety of a townhouse party.
Sunday was Clam Jam,
and as lame as it makes me look,
I did walked around outside with
a tissue over my eyes to spare my
lids from further ballooning. I
heard that it was fun, and—to the
relief of the (paranoid) landlords
— under control. The Fairfield
police were allegedly very cooperative. They even videotaped
the event. "For the benefit of the
students," they kept telling everyone. Sure. That's what the
jokers from ABC News said.

f

Good Luck Seniors...We ll Miss You

The following is reprinted with permission from
Stuck in The Seventies: 113 Things From The 1970's That
Screwed Up The Twenty something Generation, a 200 page illustrated humor book. Ask for it at your local bookstore.
Copyright 1991, Bonus Books.
SATs
This is a different SAT. This is a Seventies Aptitude Test, designed to assess the decade's damage to your psyche.

1. "I gave my love a cherry, that had no stone. I gave my love
a chicken, that had no bone. I gave my love a story..."
The preceding lyrics, when sung, prompted:
A. Reuben Kinkaid to fall in love with Sherry Partridge
B. Bluto to smash a guitar against the wall during a Delta House
toga party
C. Florida Evans to stop paying for J.J.'s singing lessons
D. The awarding of the Grammy to Electric Light Orchestra in
1975
E. A love-sick, tone deaf kidnaper to abduct Sabrina Duncan
on "Charlie's Angels"
2.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

The Tallahatchee is to Ode to Billy Joe as:
Sensurround is to Earthquake
Charlie is to his Angels
Leather and studs are to the Rocky Horror Picture Show
The Verrazano Narrows is to Saturday Night Fever
The Great Gazoo is to Fred Flintstone

3.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

The first name of Sonny and Cher's first and only child:
Cherokee Nation
Rob Camilletti
Chastity
Moon Unit
Gypsie

Answers: l:b 2:d 3:c 4:b

Spencer Green
OH MY GOD! X*M AIL SET TO TEUOfFTW CREEP BOYFRIEND Of
MY ROOMMATE AMD rTTURNS
OUT HE* SO GORGEOUS, HE.
TAKE& MM BREATH AWAY?

C'MON, MEUS5A, 0RP Of* THB
OWE HIM WHAT HE CCSHNES!

• CONCERTS • BROADWAY •
• SPORTS.

GENESIS
U2
CHER
OZZY
NEIL DIAMOND
GRATEFUL DEAD

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Ever Get Somebody Totally Wasted ?

MON.-FRI. 9:00-6:00
SAT. 9:00-1:00
CALL NOW FOR BEST SELECTION

373-1500
2319 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield, CT 06430

FRIENDS DON'T LET
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
U.S. Department of Transportation

SO.. .What's up after school's
out? Wondered about jobs in:
• Northern California
* Southern California
* Rocky Mountain Country
The most complete list of jobs in
these areas, updated biweekly,
is now available. To receive send
check or money order for $3.00,
and your target area with
name and address to:
JOBS UNLTD • PO BOX 1075
ORANGEVALE,CA. 95662

Editorial/Commentary
From the Bottom Up
Letters to
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As the academic year draws to a close,
the class of 1992 prepares to leave the relative shelter of Fairfield U. for the dog-eat-dog
world of 9 to 5. Some already have jobs lined
up, waiting for them at the exit to the commencement ceremony. Others are taking a
year off to answer a call to service, whether
in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps or elsewhere.
Still others are still looking for the perfect job
to find them.
This last group may have to wait awhile.
This is not to say that there is no such thing
as the perfect job. But the road to perfection
is not a short hop. The graduates will have
to realize that acquiring the ideal position in
the ideal profession requires more than one
step. Often it means accepting a job that
may not pay very well, where they must start
at the bottom, once again making that leap of
faith from BMOC to corporate gopher.
But starting at the bottom is not as
bleak a position as one may think. The
rougher the ride and the longer the trip, the
more the traveler appreciates the destination he or she finally reaches.
So graduates, be excellent in all that
you do. And climb that enormous mountain
to personal fulfillment with a smile and the
confidence that four years here at Fairfield
have hopefully given you.
Why climb the mountain? Why else?
Because it's there.
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Senate issues statement against housing lottery process.
To the editor:
The Fairfield University
Student Senate is issuing this letter
in response to concerns that have
been expressed regarding the confusion associated with the recent
housing lottery.
Because the student body
looks to the Senate for leadership,
we feel it our responsibility to point
out that the input of our representatives was either left out or not
adhereed to in the following cir-

cumstances:
1) Members of the Housing
Committee were never informed
of what percentages of each class
would be assigned to the various
floors on campus. 2) Members of
the Housing Committee were not
consulted about the elimination of
four person groups who wished to
live in dorms other than Kostka
and Claver. 3) The nearly unanimous recommendation by the
Housing Committee to distribute
bed shortages among the incoming

Class of 1996 was not enacted.
Against the judgement of the
committee, any housing deficit will
be placed upon the Class of 1995.
In closing, the Student
Senate voices overall dissatisfaction with the lottery process which
was delayed and held during the
same week as the academic lottery. In the future, Senate will
work to make sure that these problems are not repeated.
Student Senate

Part-time professor claims lack of respect, consideration.
To the editor:
The best part of teaching at
Fairfield has been the students. I
have enjoyed interacting with them
for the last nine years. Since I will
no longer be teaching here, I wanted
to say goodbye and thank them for
their enthusiasm and interest in my
freshman English classes.
I will be teaching at UConn
where professional treatment and
fairness toward part-time instructors is not in question. Fairfield
will continue to lose good teachers

until its administration determines
to treat the part-time faculty, and
there are many of us, with respect
and consideration.
When I called to check on
my Fall 1992 assignment, I learned
that my name had been omitted
from the list of English faculty. I
placed a call to my department
chairman. When he didn' t return it
after several days, I placed another
call. It has now been over a month
and I have not even had the courtesy of a call, much less an explanation for the omission.

When I wrote to Dean
Danahar about my complaint, he
replied, "...Richard Regan... will
review this matter." That's the
moral equivalent of asking the fox
to guard the hen house. What kind
of review can I expect from someone who is not courteous enough
to return my calls or forthright
enough to explain his actions?
Despite the university' s name
and its Jesuit tradition, I have not
found the playing field fair here.
Kathleen Mooney Vollmer

Campus Ministry Council thanks Fr. Jim Hayes.
To the editor:
The following is addressed
to Father Jim Hayes:
On behalf of the Fairfield
University community, the Campus Ministry Council would like to
thank you for your years of dedicated service.
You have gone far beyond
the expectations of a university

chaplain. As a Resident Jesuit,
you have actively participated in
bringing together a community of
students. As a Mission Volunteer
to Jamaica, you have guided students through their experience of
serving and living with the poor.
As the leader of the Eucharistic
Ministers, you have advanced students' reverence and faith in Christ.
Most importantly, you have been a

true friend to many students and
members of the Fairfield community. You have touched our lives
and we have grown.
We are sad to see you leave,
but at the same time happy that you
will be sharing your love and life
with others. We wish you luck in
all that you do. Peace and Love.
CM Council

FUSA responds to criticism over Cape Fear showing.
To the editor:
I am writing in response to
Niall McArdle's article which criticized FUSA for the malfunction of
the projector during the showing
of Cape Fear. Contrary to Mr.
McArdle's article, the projectors
and sound system in Gonzaga
Auditorium are maintained by the
Media Center, not FUSA.
The cost of buying projectors that are adequate for Gonzaga
Auditorium is $30,000. For this
reason, FUSA hires the Media
Center to project the movies. On

Friday and Saturday nights when
the movie is shown once we pay
the Media Center $27.00. On
Sunday when there are two showings we pay the Media Center
$41.00. Since we are paying the
Media Center to show the movies,
we do expect their equipment to be
in good working order.
Currently, the Vice-president for Student Activities is negotiating with the Media Center to
insure that there will not be future
problems with the projectors. If
this past weekend is any indication
of how successful the films will be

next year, we should be very
optimistic. Cape Fear raised more
revenue than any other film shown
this year despite Friday' s malfunction.
FUSA apologizes for the
interference. We are confident that
all problems with the projection
will be resolved shortly, and FUSA
intends to maintain its standard of
high-quality films at low budget
cost for the student body.
Peter Pitucco '95
Megan Heaney '94
FUSA Films

"No matter when life begins." A pro-choice response.
To the editor:
In the past two issues of The
Mirror, I have written pro-choice
opinions. In response, I have been
informed in an anonymous letter
that my mother should have aborted
me and that I should abort all of my
children because "we" certainly
don't need more people like me. It
is, however depressing, appropriate that I respond to these claims in
this Senior Edition of The Mirror,
because my pen-pal also announced that s/he is celebrating
somewhere on campus that I, and
my ideas, will graduate this May.
This is how abortion is debated—in hostile, fanatical, threatening terms. Perhaps from both
sides. The anger involved is ironically destructive while the goal is
the preservation of life. We fight
rather than persuade, as though
sympathy and, even less difficult,
respect, are not options, and judgment of others' decisions has been
their replacement.
Those who support choice are
hurt and frustrated, perhaps taking
that out on anyone who seems to
deny their pain. Those who advocate children's lives over circum-

stances of the mother's life reach
such a state of moral certitude that
they feel able to wish pain, infertility and death to a 22 year old life
(mine) that has been an honest
attempt to better the world.
Terrifyingly confusing the ethics of death are. I understand that.
But what have "we" come to if our
beliefs corrupt that which we attempt to purify? Life is central to
this issue. However, the hour of
life's commencement or ensoulment (which the letter-writer primarily argues) is irrelevant. Whenever a fetus becomes alive, the
discussion of that takes centrality
off of the woman's life, which has
at least a decade of history, personality and intelligence, as opposed
to an involuntary machine, and is
thus capable of decisions about her
life and those which she carries
without morality helpers at all
sides.
Once again, if you can't trust
her with that decision, how can
you trust her to raise the child? Her
body does not necessitate childbirth, it merely allows it— she
must make that choice. No one else
can assume the ability.
The anonymous "pro-lifer"
l*T ^9U£.£ iwIM

who prescribed abortions as the
cure for my problem (existence)
has jumped off an ideological ledge
and in doing so now travels with a
psychological gravitational force
which is much stronger than my
voice. S/he will therefore not be
reached by anything I say. But I
assume that there are others out
there who might have a little openness left. If not, my friendly author
was correct in teaching me that I
should feel both Godless and abandoned by the human race (at least
the Fairfieldian one).
However, if you all write me
off, know that you are sending
with me millions of women in pain
and trauma that is pretty inconceivable to those who have not
been there. My dear well-wisher
concludes that all iliose women
who died attempting to give themselves abortions "deserved" to die.
I hope no one else can really agree
with such a blindness.
Although I have not rebutted
24 of my opposition's 25 enumerated points, response is meaningless to: "sex discrimination of
women = babies are aborted be-

(continued, page 11)
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Leaving my mark (aka, I'm outta here!)
The only way they could shut me up was to let me out.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor Emeritus
"What are you doing?"
That's the question I got
asked every week sophomore year,
as I sat hunched over my Mac, with
anything from Mozart to Morrisey
blaring in the background, after
then-Editor-in-Chief, the legendary (and very blonde) Lynn Ann
Casey, took the time out of her
imaginary 70-hour work week at
The Mirror to make me Commentary Editor.
The first column I wrote for
the paper was an entirely unrevolutionary piece on the HUD scandal (anybody remember Sam
Pierce?) which I'm sure no one but
my parents read. Since then, I've
covered everything from the naming of the Egan Chapel ...of St. Ignatius Loyola (For Thirty Pieces
of Silver, 11/2/89) to the "resignation" of the Academic Vice President (The Power P lay Behind Stepsis' Resignation, 11/21/91), and
my parents, out of sheer fright,
have stopped reading.
But whethermy column was
about winning the war in the Gulf
(The Thunder Surrounding Desert
Storm, 1 /24/91) or losing kegs at
the townhouses (Look Out, the
Administration is at It Again, 2/7/
91), some of the same people who
had always asked me what I was
doing, also started asking why.
The answers to both questions border on the obvious.
What I've been doing in this
column for the past three years is
taking an honest look at some of
the most important issues facing
Fairfield and its students. That's
meant saying a few things that
more than a few people didn't
particularly want to hear, nonetheless read about in The Mirror.
Things like, "As the university expands, it is losing touch with
the Jesuit tradition upon which it
was founded" (Why the Ignatian
Year Means Nothing to Fairfield,
9/27/90) and, "For students to go
around crying about how the [recent ABC news] report made them
look like a bunch of idiots is not
only arrogant, but irresponsible"
(Breaking the Bad News to Ourselves, 11/14/91).
The truth can, indeed, hurt.
But as you've probably figured out by now, I never shyed
away from saying it like it is. And
I never worried about saying what
everybody wanted to hear or would
agree with. I leave that sort of
thing to people like Bill Clinton
and Murray Farber who are better
at it and get paid a lot of money for
doing it every day.
I never bothered to beg for

Bellarmine's blessing, FUSA's
support, or anyone else's approval
for the things I've written in this
column, not just because I could
have cared less (I was usually
encouraged when certain people
disagreed with me), but because
being the "feel-good" guy for The
Mirror wasn' t nearly as important
as why I was writing in the first
place— to start a dialogue that
might make Fairfield seem more
like a university than a nursing
home, and that might actually end
up improving things.
Of course, everybody didn't
look at it that way.
Last year, a Trustee who
took exception to my comment
that "the Board is basically just
another way to put even more
power and money into the hands
(and pockets) of a lot of people
who already have too much of both"
(Putting the Board on the Block,
11/1/90) wrote to tell me that he
was no longer going to read my
column. While he stipulated that
the letter was not for publication,
he was sure to tell me how much he
"loves" Fairfield, and was even
nice enough to advise me against a
career in journalism.
I didn't take that as an open
invitation to work at his law firm,
so I wrote back that I respected his
decision not to read the column,
just as I expected him to respect
my decision to write it. And since
he took the time to tell me all about
his "love" for Fairfield, I clued him
in on what I thought that meant.
I have no doubt that he has
faithfully read the column every
week since, so he'll have to bear
with me while I repeat what I told
him. You never know, maybe it'll
sink-in the second time around.
(You have to be patient with old
people sometimes.)
"Loving" Fairfield doesn't
mean parading around campus in
Red Sea t-shirts and slobbering
with delight every time Fr. Kelley
manages to pick Mr. Dolan's
pocket for a few more million, or
getting goosebumps every time Fr.

Letters to the Editor continued from p. 10
cause the parents want a boy, not a
girl" and "fetuses are female too =
women's rights." These misogynist arguments reiterate the lack of
comprehension that women who
have abortions have hearts and
minds and are therefore human.
Why is this so difficult a concept?
As a post-script, to Jen Edwards: your friend (the letter writer)
claims that in my Letter to the
Editor I "picked on" you. Instead,
all I attacked were your arguments— not your personality, not
your personal morality and not your
person. I simply feel your morality
should remain just that— yours.
Others should neither be forced to
live with its ideals nor its fears.

And to my courageously signatureless fan: Whether my life
began at conception or not, it has
certainly begun by now. Thus,
because I am human, I can simultaneously believe in the right to
reproductive freedom AND have
ideas, rights and formidable
choices ahead of and behind me.
You have no right to judge me or
my choices. Comprehend that and,
at the very least, advise slightly
less fatal choices next time, please.
And I sincerely hope others
continue my tradition of "terrorizing" you with ideas from the twentieth century.
Ellen Sauer, '92

Carrier stands up to deliver one of
his famed homilies.
And it doesn't mean babbling incessantly about how wonderful Fairfield is every time a tour
strolls through the Campus Center, while over in Canisius, the
Registrar is turning hundreds of
students away from dozens of
closed courses because there
wasn't any money left over after
the Quick Center and the Chapel
were built, and up at Bellarmine,
Bill Schimpf is telling them they
can only enter the housing lottery
in pairs because he thought freshman housing would be a neat idea
to try for a year.
Geniuses all.
No. The people who really
"love" Fairfield are the ones who
are willing to take the bad with the

good. They're the people who see
the good in Fairfield, but also see
how it can be made even better—
not just by throwing down a pedestrian walk (what other kind of walk
is there?) or throwing up a few
more buildings, but by speaking
out against injustice— not just in
Ecuador, Jamaica, and Haiti— but
right here on our own campus.
They're usually not the
people at all the hundred-dollar
dinners, or the ones recycled on
virtually every commitee imaginable, or the ones awarded medal
after medal. But they're the ones
who make the biggest difference at
Fairfield, and they 're the ones who
have inspired me over the past
three years to have the courage of
my convictions—to face the tough
issues, ask the hard questions, force

people to think, and maybe even
get them to act.
That's what it really means
to "love" Fairfield.
One of the many colorful
things I've been called by my critics (yes, there are a few) is a cynic.
Not only is that one of the few
criticisms of me that's fit to print,
it is one that I welcome. After all,
it's been said that cynics are really
Romantics who don't see their
ideals carried forth in the world—
which just might be the best explanation of what I've been doing in
this column for the past three years
and why.
I trust that I leave Fairfield
a better place as a result.
With all the people I've
ticked off, I must be doing something right.

...to Susan foryour
confidence, energy, and friendship; I probably would've made it without you, but
it wouldn't have been half as much fun... to my
parents whose genetic collusion and tuition
checks are the reason I'm here in the first place;
don't send me the bill...to the nice people at The
Mirror (and the rest of you down there) who put
out the best newpaper on campus every week
and don't get half the credit you deserve... to
Frank for your inspiration and for showing me
how to write a "sexy" lead... to Fr. Kelley for being
a pretty good sport (for a short bald guy); Bob
Stepsis, n.b... to everyone who granted me
interviews, especially those of you who were
actually honest; Bob Stepsis, n.b... to everyone
who wrote me nice letters; it was good to know
someone else out there was sane... to everyone
who wrote me nasty letters; at least you didn't
call me in the middle of the night... to all of my
professors; I've only hated a couple of you... to
the Economics department for moving me off BEST FRIENDS. With Susan last summer.
my indifference curve; I hope it was Pareto optimal... to everyone who's trying to change
things; chances are you won't be able to, but keep trying... to people who think; we're an endangered species... to Karen, Katie, and Liz for making your townhouse a 5-man... to Joseph;
not a neophyte anymore... to my other housemates and friends for absolutely no reason other
than it would be rude not to mention you at all... to Sharon Stone, for obvious reasons (two of
them in particular)...to 10:00am on May 17...to anyone who's still reading this; don't you have
anything better to do?... to Fairfield; because Penn rejected me, and it's not such a bad place.

Kudos...

Life after
graduation

SWM, 21, 5'9", engaging, sophisticated, non-smoker,
chocolate-brown eyes, big hands, small bank account.
Seeks job. Any job. Not particularly fond of manual labor.
Enjoys music, tennis, travel, theater, romance. Romance
the most. Can't afford any. Please call or write.

It's really not all that bad.
You've heard of the five-year plan? (Some of you are on it.) Well, after Fr. Kelley and I have
finally exchanged a wet handshake, a mutual sigh of relief, and my ticket out of here at
graduation, I'll start the second half of the eight-year plan.
I've enjoyed my four years at Fairfield so much, I'm going to spend four more years at yet
another Jesuit university, Boston College, trying to get a Ph.D. in Economics, despite the fact that
I have absolutely no idea what "multivariable calculus" is.
If I actually manage to get out of school someday, I hope to work as an economist for a
private firm in Boston or for the federal government. Eventually, I may even return to the college
classroom to chock out tho girls teach.
So for anyone who's interested (mom), my next article might be in Economic and Social
Review. But if you miss it, don't worry— I could always end up teaching your children.

Student responds to Sauerfs stand on abortion issue.
To the editor:
When one speaks of abortion rights, one is not speaking of a
fight for women's freedom to
choose whether or not to abort
their growing babies. For I hope
that they do not believe that baby
to actually be life; that would mean
that they support the right to kill.
The fight is for the right to believe
that life does not exist in the womb
when abortion takes place.
So let's recognize the issue
for what it is, and not rally the
support of women by calling this a
women's rights issue. The debate
should be. is it life or not? Of
course, women should have the

rights to their own bodies. But the
fact is that there is a greater issue at
hand: "refusing to acknowledge
reality" if one does not see that.
Women's rights do not
come before all others. Necessity
calls for us and our government to
prioritize rights. Protecting life
obviously takes priority over freedom of action. Historically, our
government is given power to make
choices for us an a nation which
protect the people's common values. If life, liberty, and pursuit of
happiness are among these, how
much sense does it make that when
a woman finds out she is pregnant
and is excited, her growing uterus
is called a "baby," and yet our laws

allow that woman to rename the
baby a "mass of cells," if she does
not want it?
We, as a nation, are making
up the rules as we go along. We
want the easiest way out and want
the way we choose to be legal. The
all too simple fact remains that the
CHOICE was made— at conception. Let's be responsible adults.
Our laws as they stand do
not seem consistent with the ideals
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. I urge those fighting
for the right to believe that abortions are not destroying life to look
into it. The facts are there.
Monica Walker '92

Arts and Entertainment
The Fairfield Mirror
Goodbye, Farewell
"The Boss" Is Back With A
Human Touch
and Amen
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Pat McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor

Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer

Reading over the stuff that
was submitted for this week's issue, I felt like I did when I learned
of Benny Hill's passing: sad (to
see 'ol Fred Scuttle go) but happy
too (that the old bald guy wouldn't
get smacked on top of the head
anymore). I saw a lot of great
friends graduate last year, and many more will be poised on the
calamitous cusp of the real world in a few weeks. Better them than me,
right? I was a little reluctant to start naming names (for fear I'd forget
to mention somebody-andof course I will), but what the hey...
Good luck to...the girls of TH 133, most of whom I've known for
five years (this means you, Karen, Jeanne and Marybeth!) and all of
whom I will never forget...to Dave Griffin, who I met when he was a
freshman...to Maximo - beer-die referee extrodanairc.to the boys at the
Cow (in spite of Linus' "male-checks") and for God, Don, Don, to the
boys at the Silly Goose...to Meg and Karen and Cindy too at TH 124
thanks for everything...to Amy and Margaret (best wishes on your
wedding days,) and to Debbie Mlodinya, who can quote Young Frank
enstein with the best of 'em..to the folks at Indecision, especially Jen
Mazella, who has remained a steadfast friend even after she compared
me to Kojak for calling her "Baby"...to the graduating members of the
Mirror staff, Christina (who spent about four thosand hours training me
without a word of complaint and without whom we'd have never seen
a paper on Thursdays this year), Mark, Mike (whom I got to know just
enough to find out he was a great guy) , Em, Steve Rita andNancy,
whose patience, skill and good humor I will always remember...to
Jeanne, Shannon and Minette, who made working at the library fun
(well, almost)...to Anne Tuomey, who has a bright future despite what
she thinks...to Jen and Barbara, from whom I'm still expecting Cindy
Eng's phone number because she's the reason I apllied to Fairfield in the
first place-you guys are in my first memories of this school...to Julie
with two "I"s, who may not have forgiven me for waking up who I
thought was my friend sleeping platonically next to her with "Hurry up,

(continued at right)

Bruce Springsteen has finally ended his five year break
from recording. On March 31,
"The Boss" released two albums,
entitled Human Touch and Lucky
Town, following the trend Guns
'n' Roses started in '91. Human
Touch is the longer of the two
albums and more exemplary of
Springsteen's style. It is also the
album which I have chosen to
review.
Springsteen, who is coming off the disappointing—by his
standards—Tunnel of Love, returns
to a style more like his Born in the
USA album. Human Touch is stylistically consistent with Springsteen's earlier works. He originally earned his name (and money)
as a down-to-earth, identifiable
figure. His early albums Greetings From Asbury Park, NJ and
Born to Run, incorporated themes
aimed at the common working man
(maybe "working person" is more
politically correct?)
Human Touch is made up
of songs using this theme. Songs
like "Real World," "Man's Job,"
and "Real Man" tell of the common's man everyday problems:
relationships, working life, etc. The
track most people in this technologically-dependent society can
relate to is "57 Channels." This
song is a satirical commentary on
the trials and tribulations of a man

who must have the best in home
entertainment. Anyone who frequents the use of a remote control
can relate to having "57 channels
and nothin' on."
"AllorNothin'atAITand
the title track show Springsteen's
knack for creating the right musical feel for his lyrics. The rythm
section is particularly tight on these
two tracks. Many of the songs on
Human Touch feature interestingly-written bass lines and subtle
percussive nicities.
The album concludes in an
interesting manner; the last song,
"Pony Boy," is an old folk song
which Springsteen performs on
acoustic guitar.
All told, Human Touch is a
decent piece of work. Although
the E Street Ban is missing, this
album provides an hour of quality
music. It does, however, lack some
of the lyrical fire that can be found
on some of Springsteen's earlier
albums.

Update: In my April 9th Def
Leppard review, I stated that the
band was looking at Queen guitarist Brian may as a replacement for
the late Steve Clark. Def Leppard
has, however, enlisted the services
of Vivian Cambell, who played
with Whitesnake. He made his first
live appearance at the recent Concert for Life in London, England.
Fairfield band When I Woke
will take the stage at Shenanigan's
in Norwalk on May 3.
The concert starts at 9PM,
and it will be also be Fairfield
Senior night, so get down there and
show some support for a rockin'
alumin band.
Good luck on finals and
have a great summer!

Goodbyes
(continued from left)
her boyfriend's coming any second! "-and then the sleeper turned
out to be her boyfriend...to Lynn
and Susan...to Pat O'Toole, of
course, who I hope will never need
the library books I checked out for
him. ..to the guys at the Dup and the
girls at 114...to anyone I forgot
who remembers me...always remember what Woody Allen's
grandfather told him, that life is a
meaningless nightmare of suffering, and that his only advice was to
save string...goodbye, folks, farewell and amen.

Rating: 3 Stars

COOPERS & LYBRAND IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT THE FOLLOWING
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
WILL BE JOINING OUR FIRM:
KENNETH HINE

STAMFORD OFFICE

LISA LAURELLA

BOSTON OFFICE

LAURIE McCLURE

STAMFORD OFFICE

JENNIFER O'CONNOR

NEW YORK OFFICE

JUDITH ZAPPA

STAMFORD OFFICE
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THE VERY LAST COACH'S CORNER
Memories, pressed between the pages of my mind...
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor Emeritus
With graduation less than
three weeks away, it is hard to
believe that we have actually finished four years here. So much has
happened, not only in the sports
world, but to me as well. I can still
remember coming here the first
day, and finding out that my roommate would be that world famous
'Angry Black Man' himself, Langston Jones. Was I in for a shock
when he told me that he listened to
new wave music- a total opposite
from the rap music that I liked. I
had never even heard of any of
those groups, let alone actually
listen to them. Well, as anyone
who knows us can tell you, that
didn't prevent us from becoming
the best of friends. I guess you
could say we became inseparable;
hell, people even said that we
looked alike! (Yes, Lang, I know
you are the cute one- I'm just that
n
in the alley). Then, to make
matters worse, Lang introduced me
to that knucklehead, Mike Poirier, and our little couple became a
notch below a tribe. We did have
some fun, didn't we? Remember
the time in the hospital, until 5
a.m.? I'll get to that later.
Okay, before I get too
emotional here, let me move on to
talk about some of the major occurrences in my life over my years
here. Most of them are sports
related, but some are personal. So,
if you come to something you don't
understand, it is probably because
it isn't meant for you to understand. And, if you read the entire
article, you will even find out who
the 'Cutest Man Alive' really is.
So, if you have the time, go ahead
and read it.
FRESHMAN YEAR:
Immediately after arriving here,
the Americans go and lose to the
Russians in Olympic Basketball,
and my man, John Thompson, is
now the enemy. Then, to make
matters worse, my beloved Red
Sox lose in the playoffs in four
straight games. The only good
thing was that the Mets lost as
well.

I joined an intramural football team with Tom Miller and
Bob Nardone, and boy, did we
get killed. Didn't we lose one
game by over 100 points?
Later that year, Lang and I
met the purest jump shooter this
campus has ever known, Mike
Breslin, and we began to play
hoops three times a week. Langston became affectionately known
as the man with no coordination,
and even worse hands. To this day
I am still trying to teach him how
to set a pick. Bres introduced us to
Joe Brennan, the man with the
best moves that never worked, and
Earl, the man we all played with
when are egos needed some boosting. Needless to say, we all liked
Earl.
If the fall season wasn't
cruel to me, the winter season was,
as my Dallas Cowboys suffered
through a 3-13 season. I thought
that was bad, but it got worse. My
Celtics were awful because Larry
Legend got hurt for the entire
season. God, does college stink.
Freshman year came to a
close, but not before I met Keith
Walsh, Ed Toole, John Coff, Jed
Flaherty, Liam Baker and Jim
Brandt. Walsh was better known
as our third roommate(was the
beanbag comfortable, Keith), and
Jed was known as the poor guy
who had to live with Pat Foote.
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
In an attempt to play on a competitive football team, I signed a three
year contract with Pat to play with
the Loyola Browns, led by the
lovable Winny(Tom Harrington). Who could have imagined
that we would win our first 6
games, make it to the final 8, then
lose on a fluke deflected ball interception return in overtime? This
was definitely a lot better than last
year.
Before we left the previous year, Bres, Lang, and myself
put together a bomb squad intramural hoops team: the three of us,
plus Mike Kirkutis, Matt Baron,
Mike Loughlin, and Brian
McSherry. Known as Criminal
Minded, in honor of our brethren
KRS-ONE, we were going to walk

away with the B-League title. Hah!
We stunk. As you can imagine,
we didn't play together in junior
year.
That year, the Red Sox
stunk, the Cowboys got worse, the
Celtics lost in the first round to the
Knicks, and Georgetown was no
good. UNLV won the NCAA
title, and the Pistons won their
second NBA crown. Wouldn't
anything go right for me?
Lang and I still enjoyed
playing hoops, and after a two
year absence from dunking(don't
ask!) I showed him that white men
could jump. I really impressed
him though, when I pinned some
clown on the backboard, then threw
a baseball pass to him for the easy
dunk. He gave me the idea for the
dunk that should have won the
Late Night dunk contest- tapping
the left side of the basket, then
dunking over my head. As Lang
would say, on more than one occasion, "Damn, you're pretty good."
The year ended with Stupid
making some dumb comment
about Lang's girlfriend, Lang
chasing him down Loyola 3, Lang
forgetting to use the handle on the
door, and then Stupid and I falling
asleep in St. Vincent's hospital
until 5 a.m. waiting for Lang to get
stitches on his stomach and hand.
This, mind you, was the day before finals.
JUNIOR YEAR: Lang
became an R.A., the biggest dis I
haveeverreceived. Joguesground
floor became a frequent visiting
place for me. That left me to room
with Poirier. It could have been
worse.

The Red Sox won the division again, and again lost in the
playoffs. The Celtics were a little
bit better, and the Cowboys actually went 7-9. Things were looking up.
The Loyola Browns were
now the Loyola Lovehandles, as
owner Foote had a contractual
dispute, and left the organization.
As he was known to do quite often,
he threw his typewriter on the
ground, and screamed, "Aghhh, I
hate this school. That team will
never win without me!!!!" We
didn't, as we lost in the first round
of the playoffs.
It was now time for hoops
season, and somehow Lang and I
were without a team. Jed called up
Bill McCarthy, the captain of Anguish, and we were signed to 10
contracts each(I think I was paid
more, but don't tell Lang). It was
a beautiful team, and we made it to
the Final Four. Just wait until next
year, we said.
Second semester came, and
Poirier turned 21. Can you say
Red Bull? St. Ides? Brass Monkey? Wild Irish Rose? We did.
The following night,
though, something changed the
way college would go for me. I
met some girl, I think her name
was Debi Trerice or something
like that. Well, anyways, for some
odd reason, we began to hang out
together, and now, well, we are
still hanging out together. Needless to say, Lang and I don't play
hoops together as often as we used
to.
Closing out junior year, I
joined an intramural volleyball
team, and I must say that playing
for 'Captain' Marc Cobb was
something I will treasure forever.
I also learned my fate for senior
year, when Mike and I decided to
live with John Klein (AKA 'The
Major'), Jim Siekman, Chris
Robinson(TrolI), and Pete Stumbar. I knew I would have fun this
year, but I could never have imagined just how much fun it would.
Oh, yeah. Christina Hennessy appointed me as the Sports
Editor, where I was going to have
to take over for the legendary Earl.

I wasn't sure I could handle it. As
it turned out, replacing Earl was a
piece of cake. It was keeping that
piece of cake away from Earl that
was tough.
SENIOR YEAR: If I had
a dime for every time somebody in
my house said, "Did you hear what
Major did?" or "Did you hear
what Major said?," I wouldn't have
to worry about working ever again.
Living with JJGWK has truly been
an experience. Comments like,
"Am I a dork?" became commonplace this year. But don't worry,
Maj, we really do love you. Oh, by
the way, "Is it happening again?"
Speaking of Major, remember those Cheers' to the cutest
man alive? Well, say hello to
Johnny Klein, better known as the
cutest man alive. How did he get
that title? Why don't you just ask
him?
Actually, senior year athletically wasn't as good as the first
three. I wonder why? Any ideas,
Debi?
The Cowboys actually got
good this year, the Red Sox stunk
but Roger Clemens won his third
Cy Young Award, and the Celtics
are still alive in the playoffs. And
the Frankfurt Galaxy are looking
very good so far.
And finally, after four years
of trying, Lang and I won an intramural championship. Anguish,
comprised of Billy Mac, Mark
Foley, Marc Cobb, John Coff,
Jed Flaherty, Jim Brandt, and
Pete Stumbar, rolled to the BLeague title. Hey Lang, can you
say "Dunked On?" I know you
liked that. What a fitting way to
end my sports career here.
Well, that is about the extent of my four years here. There
are so many people here that I am
going to miss, but nobody more
than Debi. The last year and a half
has been really special. To all my
friends here, good luck in the future. To Lang and Mike, it is up to
us to keep it going. Pretty soon we
are going to be moving our separate ways, but we have had too
many memories to let it die. Peace
out you two-I love you guys.
AS-SALAAM A-LAIKUM

McClelland named first
Stags hoops team announces signings
f
head
coach
of
varsity
men
s
of three more recruits
(PR)-Stag basketball
coach Paul Cormier has announced
the signing of three more basketball recruits, adding to the signing
of Aaron Seymour during last fall' s
early signing period.
The recruits are Peter
Guarasci of Niagara Falls, Ontario;
Sean Clarke, from Kettering, Ohio;
and Meishay Gattis from Chapel
Hill, North Carolina.
Guarasci, a 6-9, 210
pound forward, played high school
basketball at A.N. Meyer Secondary School and helped lead the
Marauders to a 27-9 record. He
averaged 19.2 points, 10.3 rebounds, and 3.1 blocked shots per
game.
For his efforts, Guarasci
was selected to the Niagara Peninsula and Welland County All-Star
teams.
"We are very excited
about the addition of Peter to our
program," said Cormier. "At 6-9
he gives us much needed size to go
along with his athletic ability."

Clarke, who stands 6-6
and weighs in at 195 pounds,
helped lead the Knights of Archbishop Alter High School to a 177 record and the District 15 Championship this year.
For his efforts, Clarke
was named to the first team AllCatholic team while also being
chosen as District 15 All-Star. As
a senior, Clarke averaged 13.5
points, 9.8 rebounds, and 2.3
blocked shots per game as well as
connecting on 60.5% of his field
goal attempts.
"We see Sean as having
an immediate impact as a freshman," said Cormier. "Even though
he is 6-6, he plays a lot bigger and
we will use him at both the small
and power forward positions."
"With the addition of
Sean, Seymour, and Guarasci we
feel we have now begun to correct
our frontcourt deficiency."
Gattis, who is a 6-2, 165
pound guard, attended Cushing
Academy in Ashburnham, Massa-

chusetts. Gattis helped lead the
Penguins to a 14-7 record this year,
averaging 26.2 points, 2.7 rebounds
and 5.2 assists per game.
Gattis was also very effective from beyond the 3 point arc
connecting on a solid 45% of his
attempts.
"Meishay is a classic
combination guard who's a very
good shooter from beyond the 3
point line," said Cormier. "He
creates very well with the ball and
promises to be an exciting playerto
watch."
This year, Gattis helped
Cushing to claim its first Class B
championship in 92 years. In leading the Penguins, Gattis was selected the Most Valuable Player of
the New England Prep School
Tournament and finished as Cushing's all time leading scorer with
1,106 career points.
Fordham, Western Mishigan, University of North CarolinaCharlotte, and Canisius were other
schools the players looked at.

lacrosse team

(PR)- It has been announced by Fairfield University's Director
of Athletics, Dr. Harold Menninger, that Charles Thompson (Tom)
McClelland, Jr., has been named head men's lacrosse coach. Fairfield
recently elevated its lacrosse program to varsity status and will commence competition on the Division I level in the Fall of 1992.
"What was so attractive about this job was the opportunity and
challenge of developing a Division I program," said McClelland. "I was
also impressed with the University's commitment to building a successful lacrosse team."
McClelland comes to Fairfield with an impressive background.
For the last two years, McClelland has been an assistant coach at the
University of Maryland, where the Terrapins are currently 5-3 and
ranked 7th in the nation. As goalie and defensive coordinator for the last
two years, he helped them reach the semifinals of the 1991 NCAA
Tournament.
Before heading to College Park, Maryland, McClelland was on
the coaching staff of his alma mater, Loyola(MD) College for two years.
In 1990, the Greyhound made it to the NCAA championship game before
losing to Syracuse. The previous year, Loyola made it to the semifinals.
For his performance during his senior year at Loyola in 1988,
he was selected as a second team All America. As a career starter at
Loyola, he led the Greyhounds to an impresive 35-14 record.
"It's an ideal situation for me. Fairfield is also in a great
location for recruiting," said McClelland. "Lacrosse is growing in the
state of Connecticut, as well as being close to Long Island, a traditionally
strong lacrosse area."
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Wake Up Call
Christine M. Looby
Almost symbolically, the
SNOOZE function on my alarm
clock stopped working a few weeks
ago. There is no more silencing or
deferring the inevitable; it is time
to get up and out of my safe, warm
Fairfield. What makes this so difficult, I suppose, is that for four
years, I have lived so many dreams
- and so many nightmares - right
here on the shores of the Sound.
Can it already by time to say goodbye?
We came in with the rain
in September, 1988. I remember
Guns 'n' Roses' "Sweet Child of
Mine" always blasting in the Quad.
I remember that my first college
classroom experience consisted of
fifty of the scariest minutes of my

bake enough brownies to pay off
the bet that says you're wrong.
Geoff, Mike, Brian, Bobby and
Carl, I will miss you guys more
than you realize.
The first three years of
college taught me myriad life lessons. Still, when I moved onto
Jogues Two North in September, I
had no idea how deeply my Senior
year would affect me. Again, I was
blessed with a terrific staff. I was
blessed with something else,
though, and unfortunately, I did
not realize it in time. I was the
Resident Advisor of an angel.
Aileen Thomann lived and died on
my floor. The night she passed
away is one of my strongest and
saddest Fairfield memories...it was
the single most difficult experiences I have ever faced either as

life up to that point, what Dr. Walter
Petry screaming at us about something called Modernization in the
West. I remember meeting PQ,
Splat and Tiger, who would remain my close core of friends for
four very full years. I remember
being lonely, homesick and
overwhelmed...and I remember all
of people who helped me over those
feelings so that I could build a new
life here.
It was during sophomore
year that I really came into my
own. I began to get involved with
FUSA, went to the Point for the
first time, formed the unbreakable
Monday Night Mass habit, and fell
in love. I found out that staying up
until four a.m. discussing broken
hearts with many friends was a
much more powerful and worthwhile endeavor than was in cramming the French that would eventually be little more than a line of
type on my transcript. I ended
every night by sneaking downstairs
to the Loyola Chapel to be God for
one of the highly coveted Resident
Advisor positions for the '90-'91
school year. When His reply came
in a letter assigning me to Jogues
Hall, I cried right there in front of
Box 1601.
My experiences as a
Resident Advisor are rich enough
and lengthy enough to warrant the
drafting of a fairly thick novel, but
I'll spare us that for now. Looking
back, it certainly is not the writeups
I recall first. Instead, I hold very
close to my heart, MJ, Champer,
Janet, Kevin, Langer, Pam, Rob
and Sue, who were as much my
family as they were my staff. "My
girls," the women of Jogues Four
North, will always be special to me
because the faith they put in me
gave me faith in myself. And no
description of my junior year would
suffice unless it somehow mentioned "the Boys," who taught me
to temper my responsibilities with
lots of fun, that the human body
does not really need a good night's
sleep, and that if you're going to
brag about your floor's volleyball
prowess, you'd better be able to

R.A. or as a human being. At the
same time I will never forget the
compassion with which myself, my
staff or my other wonderful floor
members were treated by the University community. When we
needed to lean, Fairfield University spread its arms out to hold and
support us.
This has been a year when
we have desperately needed open
arms. The economy is certainly no
friend to seniors grappling for jobs
or spots in Graduate School classes,
racial and sexual tension have
rocked the campus, and may fellow staff member Jamie Cantwell' s
sudden death was a painful echo of
Aileen's reminders about the precious and fleeting qualities of life.
In our moments of deepest frustration, hurt,and confusion, we have
constantly had each other. Now it
seems that that constancy is fading
away. We are heading for different places to meet new people and
to face challenges for which we
may not feel prepared.
It is important, for this
reason, to remember the words
Father Paul Carrier so often told
us. We are not blindly "going out
into the REAL world." Fairfield is
the real world. Despite what the Tshirts tell us, this is not Fairdale
Country Club; we just completed
120 credits, not eighteen holes.
For me, these were four years of
extremely intensive learning, living and loving. Because I feel so
strongly the impact of Fairfield
has made in my life, I know precisely how real this place and these
times have been. Yes, I'm going to
cry as I take that walk behind Bellarmine and think of all of my fun
with the 121 gang, the endless
phone conversations with Greg,
Jogues II 90210 parties, running
cheapies up to Craig in FOB, and
how I never did climb Mt. Wood.
It is time to shut the alarm off,
though, because I don't want to
waste a minute of this precious,
fleeting, or real life.
P.S. - the answer is yes,
Mom and Dad, we made the right
decision.

The Golden
Anniversary Class of
1992

Senior Prophecies
Giova Deliz...m\\ be WWF Tag Team Champion with twin brother, Seba - they go by the name,
"Ashley's 'R Us."
Max Blondett...will be captain of Puerto Rico's Olympic volleyball and soccer teams.
Chris Towers...last heard in 1993 yelling, "You Pansies!" at a London Monarchs home game.
* still applying to law schools, but having trouble setting favorable recommendations;
contemplating dental school.
Dave Boucfo...will be working in a pit crew at the Indianapolis 500.
* realizes that corporate world isn't for him and moves to a log cabin in Sasliachewan
for a more fulfilling life.
Diane Lauritano...W\\\ be taking a year at sea, too stressed out from work.
Barbara Jetmar...\s floating around the world - she bought a balloon with too much helium.
Kathy Tamulis...will be working in Disneyland as Winnie the Pooh.
Kathleen Harrington...is playing "Annie" on off-off-off Broadway.
Andre Melnychuk...w\\\ be the new drummer for The Red Hot Chili Peppers. Also seen selling
AmberVision to blind people and Walkmans to deaf people.
Terry Fay...will be found guilty of racketeering and extortion by the U.S. Supreme Court, only
to go on to become the cellmate of John Gotti.
Gina Siconlfi...will be rollerblading to her law practice daily, while using the money she saved
on a car to pay back her law school loans.
Lori Petuzzelli...will enter politics and become the most liberal senator on Capitol Hill, and then
leave her career to live out her dream as a post-modern sculptor.
Theresa Jankowski...W\\\ become the first female president of the AFL-CIO, leave her job after
winning the national lottery and will open up a Soho gallery of duck sculpture.
Kristina Sfroczy/as... will change her last name to Smith.
Kelly Hanlon...will be seen on the Ivory Baby commercial
Karen McPartland..m\\ have children who never learned the full alphabet.
Julia Mendoza...m\\ be a good luck charm for a professional baseball player.
Kevin Anderson...will have taken Billy D. Williams' place and will be selling Colt 45.
Tracey Gibbons...will be starring in a soap opera.
Dipa Mehta...m\\ have cut a Top 40 hit.
Scott Rymsa...will have lost the World Series.
Janet Boyle...will have purchased a spandex wedding gown.
Will Sheridan...will be a mailman in Boston with his own bar stool.
Rob Miani...\N\\\ have 2.2. kids, a Volvo, a dog and will vacation at Larry Bird's Fantasy Camp.
Jacki Shuman...a\\er growing tired of life among the tulips in Holland, Jacki meets Luke Perry
on the flight back to America and decides to tie the knot at the Lucky 7 Chapel in Las
Vegas.
Marice Rose...having taken a different path from her innovative college years, Marice now
owns stock in Laura Ashley and J. Crew, wears big satin bows in her dyed-blond hair
and has two children named Muffy and Bunky.
Janey Malley and Kevin Talz...will be a happily married couple.
Julie Trask...vj\\\ be serving Better Cheddars, burnt pancakes, pitas, popcorn and Diet
Coke for Thanksgiving dinner.
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Senior Goodbyes...
Doug Boccuzzi
"Hey Murdo (Murdo who??)! Put down those weights (MurDoug's Gym), that guitar, those tickets to wherever the hell you're
dragging me for Spring Break (how did we make it back?), pull up your
pants (fight - Dave!), and just reach over and grab me another beer. Good
luck Buddy...I'll see you on the outside...I may need a handout. Later Doug"
Nicholas Jude, What can I tell you? You are the best friend and
roommate I could ever hope to find...Except, of course, DAVE: Dave is
Right, Dave is Cool, Dave is a Player, Dave is Dave, Dave will be Dave,
Dave is Gilligan, Dave is Eddie Munster, Dave is Dave Cavil. Was
Denfield a better roomie than me? You are the only man I ever peed on.
You are also the only person who sang me my song for me (and me for you
- Smokin' Vic). You are also the only guy I ever hung out with at
elevations of 10,000-plus feet. You dance a mean Mac and Cheese, my
friend...Maximizing Entropy with THAT statement, as usual. How about
a nice Mongo, OR a Turkey Wango (How do you make a Wango??)? That
reminds me of the time we waded in the river and then rode bikes in the
basement ON THE SAME NIGHT. THEN we played the wooden wedge

Senior Prophecies
Kevin Muoio.mW be singlehandedly keeping Dominoes and Pizza Hut in business.
Patrick Mclntyre...w\\ be stripping naked at an office Christmas Party.
John Walsh...will be dressed on a nudist beach.
Lou Genarelli...will be dating a girl with a boyfriend.
Dennis Fahey...m\\ be Patrick Swayze's stunt double in "Roadhouse II."
Brian Daly...will have won the Masters.
Michael Loughlin.mW be the captain of the U.S. National Rugby Team.
Carrie Concato... si nee growing out her hair in October of 1991, Carrie is now using her
extended locks for bungee jumping practice.
Karen Schwerdtfeger.. after finally completing her MBA, Karen decides that the business
world really isn't her thing. She moved to a commune in Montana and is currently
teaching a course in basket weaving.
Lauren Saplio...after years of experimenting in the lab, Lauren finally determines the components of the solution which brings back soap opera stars from the dead and markets it
to the American public.
Hilary Grimes...Hilary, sick of wiping little kids noses and constantly being exposed to the
chicken pox, leaves her day care position to "join the team" of Mary Kay Cosmetics.
She's been seen "red hot and rollin'" in a pink Cadillac.
Alisa Marini...Alisa, a high school English teacher at an all-boy's prep school, celebrates her
27th birthday by flying to Las Vegas with Luke, a student in ther Beat Poetry class, and
visiting the Lucky 7 Chapel. Alisa was quoted as saying, "He's more mature than he
looks."
Rebecca Stroh...Bee, a fifth year medical student, has discovered that "healthy" food such as
12-grain pancakes, stone ground cornbread and grapefruit are the causes of the
common cold, and the only prevention is through a steady diet of devil dogs and KoolAid.
Linda Riccardi. Linda moves to Italy, initially for medical school, but unexpectedly wins an
artist-search contest with her 3-D design sculpture, "Reflecting Hearts." The judge, a
descendant of the deMedici family, bestows on her a lifetime grant. Her creations
captivate the world!
Linda Greenwald... Linda meets a roadie from the recent Ozzy Osbourne tour and settles down
in California where her psychology practice thrives from the back of her famous restau
rant, "Mind-Full of Food."
Pamela Murphy... realizing how utterly sober she has become after four years of medical
school, Pam opens an authentic Irish Pub in NYC. "Murphy's" is such success with
Guinness converts that a chain of her pubs grow and soon she buys out the Guinness
Brewery.
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game. I want to chase you around Kostka: 'You're Dead!!' Say hi to the
Can Opener, Manson, Laveme and the rest of the Get Along Gang...I can't
believe I am actually going to graduate without them getting me...or will
I?? Hey, Nick, will you for once pull up your pants before you bend over
to fix the T.V.? I got (a question, serious as...) you THE FRIES for graduation present, dude. Hey, you wanna go camping? (What is the other half
of that joke?? Have your kids tell me in 10 years, okay, pal?) I love you,
Nicky...Hey, Guy...Feelin' Grooooovy...- Doug (Doog BooozzI)
Dearest Jennifer, I can't begin to tell you what you mean to my
senior year, to my life and to me. You made it all worthwhile. There is
so much that at times it seems like a big blur, and yet at the same time it's
all so clear. I still think of you, and us (especially Fall semester) every time
I hear the Sundays. I wonder how many notes I actually left on your
car...Mobile Mailbox (you didn't really like the get well balloon that time,
though). God, your hair is everywhere (I love it) - you must be shedding
because it's getting colder (what??). Come here, go away. Hey, I need
you. Can I have some more juice, please? Well, we'll worry about that
in 8 minutes. 5 more minutes (stupit). Where else could I find someone
who likes to eat as much as I do? It's all part of "The Cycle" (Trap), I suppose. We'll never escape it (at least I HOPE we won't). Mirrors on the
ceiling? - you 're dirty!.. Jenny, you are my best friend. I've finally found
that one snowflake: it
tastes so beautiful and
melts forever. You are
the only person in the
world who could make
me want to believe in
God. I don't know what
you did to me that night
you first kissed me, but
you keep doing it more
and more every day.
Just 5 more minutes,
please. I love you,
Angel.
Always, Douglas

South

Padre

Sayings

Locke...you are killing us
You're gonna finish the job or what?
I' m soooo content
White Bucks Bercnem
This is Sandy's room...
Gino,
what
time
is
it?
Kappa Kappa Relli
It was chaos...organized chaos
Carlos, did you pack yet?
Johnny Milk
You gotta pick it up a notch...I'll be right back
Daa...How you're doing babes
Drew...New York
Sandy, Sando, Sal Bando...What's the Difference?
Hey, you guys have my Notre Dame sweatshirt? ,
Maj - you're bring me down
Carlos...What time does your plane leave for San Salvador
V, your coming?
Pull out and flush
Enough's Enough...Carlos, you want to go back into the bathroom

We've Made
Arrangements For
YourWeekend.
We don't know what you have planned for this
weekend. But we do know how to make sure you
have a good time. Stop by our shop and pick up
some flowers. Just for you. Just because.

3611 Post Road. SouthporL CT 06490
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Superlatives...
Most likely to drive a smoking Mustang...Kristen Zink
Most likely to break a bed...Kelly Crean
Most likely to fall out of bed...Renee Brown
Most likely to let her alarm go off 50 times before 6 a.m. and keep
hitting snooze...Cindy Trust
Most likely to be found playing 6's and 7's...Renee Brown, Jen
Monahan and Noelle Nish
Most likely to pick his belly button and sniff his fingers...Mike
Bonelli
Most likely to be made a"sex slave" by a tribe of macho women...Mike
"Cali" Smith
Most likely to create her own bathroom at LaGuardia...Geneva
Gmelich
Most likely to be cool someday...Linda Greenwald
Most likely to be dumped by a "mountie " and then live the rest of her
life at Boppers....Laura Griffin
Most likely to date or marry someone named "Mike"...Amy

Coccodrilli
Most likely to claim she is suffering from the flu after a night of
drinking...Monica Walker
Most likely to be still writing to Claire for advice after graduation. ..The
Ledge
Most likely to have a food fight by himself...Tom Fitzgerald
Most likely to have his own room...Thomas Beirne
Most likely to judge a Catch-22...Kevin Muoio
Most likely to listen to Michael Bolton with Big Griff...Kathleen
Dillon
Most likely to wear two different shoes to class...Amy Coccodrilli
Most likely to own a chain of Dunkin' Donuts...Liam Baker
Most likely to kidnap Harold from FOB... Jen Monahan and Lauren
Rizy
Most likely to be on TH 23's couch watching TV...John Jameyson
Most likely to lose their identities September freshman year...Larry
Laidback and Little Renee
Most likely to "patch anything"...Mary Nicholas
Most likely to head the "AMC" fan club...Marisa Haddad and
Susan West
Most likely to be found making homemade Italian sauce...Lauren
Rizy and Christa Bellafiore
Most likely to be getting phone calls at TH142...Liam Baker
Most likely to wear no shoes to graduation...Jim Brandt
Most likely to "Stoppem From Croppin"...Geneva Gmelich
Most likely to be stabbed in the ass with a pen...Kevin Muoio
Most likely to scare small children and animals on sight.. .Lisa Forbes
Most likely to borrow a cup of sugar from TH 114.. .Anthony Martini
Most likely to prostitute herself for notes at graduate school.. Julie
Bissell
Most likely to render you unconsious with a kick to the head while
dancing at a party, bar, etc.Lizanne McGuinn
Most likely to be a lifetime BJ's shopper...JoAnn Cronin
Most likely to be lost at sea and rescued by Colleen on a jetski...Tom
Beirne
Most likely to wheel a keg into graduation...TH114
Best name for a townhouse (a.k.a. Festering Toe)...TH142
Most likely to run a red light while looking for a cop...Noelle Nish
Most likley to be riiiiding...Franklin's Tower
Most likely to bring shoes out to the point...Franklin
The worst at making mixed tapes.. Jen Monahan
House whre it is most obvious that guys live there...TH142
Most likely to have "dirt" on Thl33...Liam Baker
Most likely never to purge her deep-seated feeling of angst..Jane
Amery
Most likely to be involved in a government sex scandal. ..Mark Sarro
Most likely to be the drunkest people at their own parties...TH133
The Biggest dog on campus.. John Klein
Most likely to buy a magazine subscription from a fake
company...Christa Bellafiore

Senior Prophecies
Pamela Coonan...while finishing her PhD on Japanses politics and philosophy at U of Hawaii,
she lands a job with the American Ambassador to Japan and soon mediates the longawaited trade agreement. Loving tempura and sushi, she never returns to the
States.except for Fairfield Reunions.
* Will be teaching English to a group of dirty, old Japanese men, while enjoying sushi
and ski at the Blue Oyster Bar in Ohio.
* after losing the key to her apartment in Hawaii, Pam has been living on the beach ever
since. She enjoys doing aerobics with Gill and talking politics with the natives while
drinking loaded pineapple juice.
Norlak Vann...will be on a permanent rendezvous in Paris.
Jen Granata...will have discovered how to relay solar beams via satellites, supplying all the
energy needed across the globe, while dancing at German banquets as a second job.
Jen Sokop and Ed Toole...after Jen and Ed are named Mr. and Mrs. F.U., they will run away
to Spain to escape this spooey place.
Jen Sokop.. .unable to deal with junior high school students older than herself, Jen has left the
teaching profession. With husband Ed as her agent, she has become a success in her
new career - singing Spanish country music.
Colleen Brady...will have become a dangerous terrorist seeking revenge on all the oper's
throughout Europe.
* living in Italy since graduation, Colleen has bought ownership to the Club Andromeda
with the mondy she made working in florences' own Finast supermarket.
Maria Rosales...there will be a wax figure replica of Maria in Madame Tussaud's.
Linda Riccardi.wWl be the president of her own company, which mass produces "Winn-Dixie's
Famous Italian Sauces."
Jen Reilly...Big M is most likely to be on teh remake of Danny Terrio's, "Dance Fever," with the
Michigan Fight Song playing in the background.
* has given up her quest for a PhD in toxicology and has been devoting herself to her
true love - Guiness beer. She has started her own brewing factory in the States so that
Americans like herself do not go deprived.
Frank J. Chesky, ///...after completing one and one-half years of grad school runs off to fulfill
his fantasy of being first mate on "The Rainbow Warrior." During his time with Green
peace, he creates the campaign: "*&#!*?@ The Dolphins, Tuna Have Feelings Too!"
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3170 FAIRFIELD AVE. • BLACK ROCK, CT 06605

Phone: (203) 335-8228 • Fax (203) 336-9641
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Free Delivery
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'Every Thursday - Buffalo Wing + Free
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Superlatives...

Senior Prophecies
Greg Arpino...after quitting the Dhali Lama, Greg, feeling guilty about supressing the Jewish
tendecies inside him, will squander the Arpino family fortune by opening Moisha's, a
Jewish fast food chain specializing in bagels, lox and knishes to go.
Derrick Scenna...upon the completion of law school in Washington, D.C., Derrick will establish
the schizophrenic law firm of Scenna, Myself, and I. Also, he'll come close to fulfilling
his dream of being a golf pro when he becomes Jack Nicklaus's ball cleaner.
Paul Casieri...when last heard from, Paul was attempting to set the world rollerblading record
by crossing the U.S. while eating pasta. Last report stated that Paul was lost in the
Rocky Mts...no one knows how long he ran last without his pasta.
Anne Tuomey...will be barefoot and pregnant and founder of the "Men are Superior" Club.
Julie Orzechowski...\N\\\ lose her head, even though it's attached.
Kim Kelly...will write the best seller, "You too can eat a pan of Fat-Free Brownies and still lose
weight (But, you must work out twelve hours a day)."
Vicki Yorke...will be arrested for polygamy and married to the ENTIRE Mafia, while running from
loan sharks.
Janine Devine...w\\ have won the academy award for best supporting actress in "Psycho" and
"Fatal Attraction."
Erin McNulty...w\\\ have married her son's best friend; she Ikes the young ones!!!
Chris Romanyshyn...Chris "the Sarge" will launch his campaign for President of the U.S. at the
ripe young age of 27. Shortly after, Oliver Stone will begin filming the movie about the
conspiracy against Chris which involved the FBI, CIA, Mafia, KGB, OB/GYN and just
about everyone he ever knew.
JoelNavarro...will sail off to an unchartered island and raise a family of ten; teach them to sing
and dance and NBC will create a prime time sitcom based on the family and call it "The
Island Family." The show will do so well that Joel will win Father of the Year.
John Grosso...will be ethernally suffering from mono and striving to be the replacement of
Danny Terrio as host of the new "Dance Fever."
Craig Wan/...after graduation, was never seen or heard from again.
John O'Leary...will be a sales clerk of Circle K franchise in South Padre Island, Texas- all they
sold was milk.
Jeff Leonard...will be the creator/founder of new durable Samsonite "luggage."
Jon Berchem...m\\ be the chief of police in South Padre Island, Texas.

.SUB

Most likely to be called "Major" or "JJGWK"...John Klein
Most likely to try to pick-up the waitress at Athena...Frank Savona
Most likely to be hired as an interviewer...Steve Martorella
Most likely to kell someone with a stack of dishes...Thomas M.
Fitzgerald
Most likely to be on an NFL team and tackle the quarterback...Greg
Coughlin
Most likely to be playing Beirut at '92's fifth year reunion...Tim
Genecco
Most likely to suck on a meatball for an hour...Bob Nardone
Most likely to wipeout on her bike in front of a busload of FU
students...Lauren Rizy
Best smooth-talker/begger...Ken Ferrucci
Most likely to eat off of someones else's plate at Penny's diner.. .Liam
Baker
Most likely to be accused...Ken Malomo
Most likely to live by the "principle" of things...Anthony Martini
Most likely to be memorizing the GPAs of each member of the graduating class.. John Klein
Most likely to be eating and drinking Taco Loco specials...Mike
"Cali" Smith
Most likely never to get a phone call (except about the Naut)...Julie
Stefani
Most likely to steal frozen food...Mark Alcid
Most likely to be found watching Nature specials...Lauren Rizy
Most likely to be gobbling...Matt Baron
Most likely to write his own epitaph...Anthony Martini
Most likely to injure herself... Jo Ann Cronin
Most likely to life weights...Not!...John Flahive
Most likely to videotape himself in the bathroom...Kevin Croce
Most likely to be mistaken for a lesbian couple...Jane Amery and
Julie Stefani
Most likely to be doing Zulu runs naked at 4 in the morning...Mike
"Cali" Smith
Most likely to curse at a Nintendo machine.. Joe Labella
Most likely to replace Fr. O'Neill...Ken Malomo
Most likely to wear his food...Denis Klein
Most likely to pour vodka in his fish tank...Kevin Croce
Most likely to take a spill...Christina Hennessy
Most likely to frenzy...Chrissy-Anne Fastenau and Chrissy-Anne
Hennessy
Most likely to search for the cherry tree that George Washington
chopped down...Eryk Wenziak
Most likely to lose a bet with his father...Mike Wywoda
Most likely to leave a $.20 tip...Mike Savinelli
Mo^t likely to be curious...Karen Sullivan
Most likely to beat anyone on a golf course...Mike "Chi-Chi"
Hoffman
Most likely to know Bunker sitcoms...Mike Hoffman
Most likely to imitate Eddie Murphy and Dice...Eyk Wenziak
Most likely to play crazy ice breaker games on New Year's...Stef
Olivares
Most likely to have others think he's dressing to impresss when it's
just casual attire...Steve Passaro
Most likely to go to a party during an intermission of a lecture...Chrissy
Fastenau
Most likely to go on to the LPGA...Betsy Guertin
Most likely to respond to her last name plus -orama or -meister.. .Becky
Hays
Most likely to practice a song repeatedly...Tom "Unchained Melody" Savinelli
Most likely to marry a girl with hair of gold like her mother...Steve
Passaro
Most likely to spend underclass years in Bannow...Eryk Wenziak
Most likely to drink Guiness while doing the Tour de France...Scott
Biniak
Most likely to pick a fight with Old Faithful on his honeymoon...Mike
Locke
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Senior Prophecies
Barry Field... after ten years of being a salesperson, has entered a clinic for "Liars Anonymous."
Wince Novelli...will be president of "Sandy" Fan Club.
Steve Grosso.. .will be owner of "Goldfingers" - a seven-night a week "hottest" wet t-shirt contest
on the East Coast.
Len Graziano...will be benching 300 lbs., but will still only weigh 125 lbs. He will be president
of the Cheers fan club and will suffer a severe heart attack because someone
rearranged his bedroom and switched his soap from Ivory to Dial.
Peter McMullin.mW make a million by re-writing the theme song to "Doogie-Houser" and be
nominated for a grammy for the love theme for the up-coming box office hit, "Love in the
Raw."
Jason Citarelia..will win the Noble Peace Prize for delivering Mother Theresa's immaculately
conceived twins. And "Bert" will grow large enough to feed all those hungry people in
the world.
Kathleen Dillon...after finishing law school and engaging some adorable alumnus (which one
we don't know), Kathleen travels cross country in her probus morobus suing ail ex's for
wasting her time. Humina Schmumina!
Sherry Perkins...will be married, swizzling scotch and making three times as much food as
necessary for her family, while neighbors keep all babies and small animals indoors.
Maura Martin...Masher "a wolf in sheep's clothing" Martin races to McDonald's for the 3 a.m.
dumping in search of a sausage biscuit, with the roadies in the Sentra and a mayo and
cheese sandwich in hand, while taking out small animals in the road.
Geneva Gmelich...have heard the news: Genona rode me will be living next door to Madonna
in Mexico with Bill, taking care of her strays while she is "deth noodo" keeping away form
"el baso regro." Party on!
Melissa Casey..."Squirt", "Sticky Fingers" Casey bolts in the Colt, hiding from Fabian, to
McDonald's for a number 2 after being self-propelled off the couch due to the last fast
food run.
Nicole Laudadio. In Guatemala, without her keys, attempting to open a Pizzaria Uno's Chain,
she has a breakdown due to anxiety of sharks, broken washing machines and missing
her "Baby."
Karen McManus..."Sexy Rexy," "Karanasauras Rex," Rexarkana," "McFly," "Dizzy Bugs"
McManus, moves to Little Italy with the new Mafia don, but can't get to the candy store
because the sneaker is broken.
Kate Mullen, will drop out of law school and make her soap opera debut doing her own rendition
of "Hands Up" while Phoebe and Vivian admire her from afar, after changing her name
to Kitty Colimore.
Tara Dwyer...living in Hoboken, with Rat Boy, in traction, she drives her Hyndai Mach 10 off the
Throggs Nexk Bridge in search of Crush.
Lisa Wuf/ey...will have stolen the crown from Laura Wallace.
Anne Norton...will still be fighting off the backlash!
TriciaMelly. .finding herself in Colorado and planning herelopementwith Matt Belcher., .following
David Letterman and the Dead.
Jeanne Beckham...throwing parties so she can hook up...dating a senior in high school.
Shawne Kelly...brown-nosing Latin Americans while still wearing her pearls.
Tracy Ryan...will be involved with a man from the infamous Walpole area...endorsing "Endless
Love" tapes...testing out trampolines.
Christine Safarik.MW be a real-life Alice Brady, cooking and cleaning for a family with many
small, messy, noisy children.
Jennifer Spalatin...will be in labor with her first son who she will name Rex and raise to a have
a profanity-free vocabulary.
Danielle Bergeron...will be working full-time at Disneyworld. It is unclear whether she will be
a mousketeer or the control panelist for the "It's a Small World" ride.
Marc Ciampi...will have lost his mind after his grueling med-school experience and will probably
be talking to the animals.
Chris Allen...will be a ski instructor out West.
Franklin...will be a police watch dog or a seeing-eye dog.
Bridget McCarthy...will be a renowned historian specializing in the Pearl Harbor
days.
Renee Brown...will be a navigator for NASA.
Mary Nicholas will be eating whatever nuts and berries are left in the remaining rainforest.
* will be President of the Environmental Protection Agency and travel worldwide.

Advertising
Space Sales
Ziff-Davis, the best known and most successful company in
computer magazine publishing, seeks ambitious people who want
to be measured by their achievements.

Sales Associates
You'll assist sales representatives in all aspects of the job.
Includes prospecting potential advertising clients, establishing
interest level and following up with media kits and letters. You'll
also act as in-company liaison, following up with our Accounting,
Credit and Production departments. Requires a computer literate
college grad. We will offer you the training to become a successful
independent sales representative.
For immediate consideration, please send your resume with
salary requirements to: Human Resources, Dept. EM, Ziff-Davis
Publishing Co., One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. An equal
opportunity employer.

Defining Communications For The Information Age.
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Townhouse 57fs Guide to
Procrastination
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Eat
Sleep
Drink
Do Nothing
Watch TV/Listen to radio
Exercise
Do Laps around Jogues 3
Bathroom

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Take a shower
Get comfy
Make tea
Do meaningless work
Set alarm to get up early and
study
29. Get into Heated Discussion

TH 57 - Kathy Tamulis, Barbara Jettmar, Kathleen Harrington, Diane
Lauritano
8. Bother people who are studying
with housemates
9. Call a friend you haven't talked 30. Harass friends
to in a while
31. Go to the bathroom and read
10. Complain about how much
magazines you already read 5
studying you have to do
times
11. Gossip
32. Empty garbage
12. Cut your hair
33. Rearrange your cosmetics
13. Personal hygiene catch-up
34. Make Grocery List
14. Make a gourmet meal
35. Prepare schedule for the week
15. Eat gourmet meal
36. Set up picture album
16. Go get yogurt
37. Plan next party
17. Grocery shopping
38. Do dishes
18. Do laundry
39. Water plants
19. Organize desk/dresser drawers 40. Plan Senior Week and
20. Clean room
Graduation Fiesta
21. Make up stupid lists and games
41. Go to 7-11
22. Open fridge 16 times to see if
42. Plan outfit for next day
anything new is in there
43. Go to Campus Center and
23. Pay bills/Balance checkbook
check mail

Memories Forever
Jane Schadl

Every April for the last three years I have read The Mirror's
Senior Edition, and I had always planned on writing a long, loving,
glowing article for my 1992 Senior Edition. But now it is time to write
that article, and I'm not sure what to say.
It can't really be time to go, can it?
The past four years have gone too quickly - I'm not ready to
graduate! I'm not ready to say good-bye. I cannot leave until I make sure
that the people here at Fairfield know how much I love them and care
about them. But how can I do that? How can I thank the people and the
place that has changed me, changed my life forever? I have learned so
much here - and not just in the classrooms! Because of Fairfield I have
grown more than I ever imagined I could. My growth has come from the
laughing and crying and sharing I have done over the past four years.
This past February, I went on the Senior Retreat, and I did a lot
of reflecting. At the beginning of the retreat, I experienced a brief
amount of terror,
for I was afraid that
I would look back
at the past four
years
and
I
wouldn't be able
to remember anything important. I
was afraid I
wouldn't be able
to see that I had
done anything
truly valuable during my time at
Fairfield. But
then, the memories
overwhelmed me.
So many special times! Freshman year: dear old Kostka 3, with a whole floor of new friends;
playing Softball in the snow on the first day of spring (and winning!); nertzfest; and of course,
my unforgettable 19th birthday party (THANKS GUYS!!!).
Sophomore year: Kostka 366 again, with more new friends (Kristin - you are the
greatest!); RHG; the fall retreat; spring break; singing "You Are So Beautiful" after
Dogwoods; and winning the intramural Softball championship! Junior year: the wonder van;
400 nights; Sasco beach; May Day; being a resident advisor in Dolan on a staff of the most
amazing, compassionate, supportive people I have ever known. You guys will always be my
family!!! And now Senior year: townhouse life (116!); Fabulous Fridays; 92 nights; PCB
again; Monday night mass; going to the diner; hanging out.
I have shared so much with you, Fairfield. Thank you for sharing so much with me.
The most valuable thing I have done in the past four years is that I have become friends with
the greatest people in the world. Thank you to everyone who has been at Fairfield during my
four years here - those ahead of me, who taught me so much, and those behind me - you have
taught me also. But I especially thank the Class of 1992. I am honored to be a part of you.
Please know how important you are to me, and how very, very much I love you. Thanks again
to all of you for your constant support, inspiration and friendship. You will al w. y s be in my
thoughts and prayers, and I wish you peace, love, joy, happiness, and harmony! Memories
Forever!!
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'Extracurricular Activities...

Senior Prophecies
Corinne Niosi and Ellen Heany..M\\ still be being carded at the Grape.
Jen Monahan will still be crying over "The Little House," and the "Highway to
Heaven" re-runs.
* will be a kindergarten teacher bringing Franklin in for Show 'n' Tell.
Alisa Marini...m\\ be driving a backhoe (they don't dent easily).
Carrie Concato.will have finally grown her hair back.
Noelle Nish...\N\\\ still be growing out her hair, and it will be down to her ankles.
Christa Bellafiore...will still be wearing leopard clothing and listening to Rod
Stewart.
Christa Bellafiore and Lauren Rizy...will open their own Italian restaurant.
* will be selling their artwork on a street corner in NYC.
Rory 0'ctea...will be romping through Ancient Greek ruins, eating gyros with her
husband Starvros.
Kathy Maori...will be serving time in Niantic Womens Prison for attempted arson
on her former home, Waterloo.
Kelly Crean...will be attending to the frequent call.f "clean up, aisle 4" at Caldor.
Beth Patros...still trying to identify the woman with the "pink shoes."
Nick Montemarano.MW be America's leading sperm donor.
Disco Inferno...will be permanently hosptalized for inhaling toxic dip fumes.
Renee 0'NeiA...w\\\ be leading a rap dance group on a whirlwind tour of various
Harlem subway stops!
KerriShea...\N\\\ still be stuck in the New Rochelle phone booth after Sophomore
Night at Streets.
Dawnm Katsner and Rory O'dea... still wandering around Fairfield Beach looking
for their missing shoes.
Julie Miller...leaving her entire life behind to pursue a career as a beer guzzling
nightclub dancer.
Brian Daly...host of the TV sensation "Hook-up Patrol - Busted."
Julie Karro...\N\\\ be editor of an international magazine by day and a professional
MTV dancer by night.
Nancy Pelletier..M\\ start her own private accounting firm with the royalties she
receives from writing "The Joy of Sex III."
Ellen Sauer...will be the only Alabamian Democratic State Representative to
wear white sneakers to work everyday.
Keith McCall.MW be voted into baseball's Hall of Fame as "#2 - The Meatman."
Rick Ralston ...will be owner of Wines Unlimited and living happily ever after with
a refrigerator stocked with beer 24 hours a day. And, he will be married
BEFORE Jen Abes.
Jen Abes...w\\ build a Disneyworld on a coconut plantation in the Philippines and
invite all her college friends over to visit Mickey forour five year reunion.
Murdo Smith...will buy the largest Harley Davidson dealership in the world after
returning his empties.
Dave Bizzozero .will drive his sporty Eagle station wagon to his own personal
golf course everyday.
Mary Reisert...will find the perfect man, have six children and a very clean
house! She will also write, "How to cure your digestive problems in
ONE EASY STEP."
Jay Broadhurs\..M\\ be Master of Ceremonies for Monster Truck Rallies in
Memphis.
Mike Krenicky...w\\\ replace Woody Harrelson on "Cheers."
Brian Hayes...will be a real-life Clark Griswald.
John Walsh...will be a nude model.

Vale S c h.o.o I of Medicine

JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.
Employment opportunities at Yale University, a leader
in biomedical and other scientific research, offer a wide range
of laboratory research opportunities.
Here, recent graduates can increase their
knowledge, develop their talents, and
enrich their experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art research environment. We have immediate openings for:

Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical
sciences is required; laboratory
experience is a plus.
In addition to many oncampus cultural and athletic
facilities such as our fully
equipped gym, 31 tennis
courts, and a regulation golf
course, Yale University provides competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits, including:
22 vacation days, 4 personal days,
13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick
days, all paid. Tuition reimbursement at graduate programs in the area and audit
opportunities at Yale also exist.
For immediate consideration,
send your resume in confidence to: C. Mason, Dept. of
Human Resources, Yale School of
Medicine, P.O. Box 9168MJ,
New Haven, CT 06532-0168;
Fax (203) 785-3154.
Employment office
located at 153 College
Street in New Haven.

Yale University
si

Tfele University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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Superlatives...

V

Most likely to completely vanish but leave his truck behind...Eryk
Wenziak
Most likely to be the new host of "Yo! MTV Raps," along with Nick
Ritrivi...Anthony Martini
Most likely to be an alternate in a "Star Wars" trilogy...Melissa Casey
Most likely to dance with the walL.Jeannie McLafferty
Most likely to follow Luis Polonia's trail to jail...Jed Flaherty
Most likely to lose new contact lenses in under 24 hours...Jen
Monahan
Most likely to serve Sangria...TH23
Most likely to forget to put clothes on and leave the house...Stephanie
Theroux
Most likely to make early morning phone calls...Andrea Durnbaugh
Most likely to be found without shoes...Mike Bonelli
Most likely to lose her purse at a bar...Sheila Hayes
Most likely to fall on a jett...Megan Cochran
Most likely to be cornered by bizzare newly wed couples in a bar. ..Paul
Peluso
Most likely to be a co-owner of a drug store...Geena "Geek Magnet"
Goodhand
Most likely to start a three-alarm fire...Kathleen Harrington
Most likely to be a truck driver and love it...Jim Brandt
Most likely to open his own costume shop...Rick Gradone
Most likely to play the same disc over and over again...Franklin's
Tower
Most likely to cry at the sight of Keith Richard's guitar.. .Gina
Stconolfi and Lori Petruzzelli
Most likely to have a shaved head...Jed Flaherty
Best eyewitness...Eileen Sullivan
Most likely to poke her eye out flipping her hair...Judy Zappa
Most likely to lose his wife due to March Madness...John Jameyson
Most likely to go to a Rod Steward concert in 20 years.. .Christa
Bellafiore
Most likely to watch television on a 5" black and white
television...Lauren Rizy
Most likely to become part of a wall at a race track...Gary Michaud
Most likely to marry a younger man...Alicia Ignacio
Most likely to have rubber sheets on her bed...Maura Martin
Most likely to be weak...Mike "El Wizardo" Savinelli
Most likely to own Fairfield after paying all his parking tickets.. .Tom
Beirne
Most likely to feel inadequate...Charlie Malone
Most likely to have a seal as a bed partner...Nancy Petrarca
Biggest couch potato...Julie Stefani
Most likely to tell you anything you wanted to know about sex...Tracey
Dunn
Most likely to marry a subservant Japanese man within in the next
year...Katie Slater
Most likely to puke in the popcorn basket at the Grape...Thomas M.
Fitzgerald
Most likely to see a flaming braziere...Nancy Petrarca
Most likely to be asked out by one of her freshman students...Lisa
Forbes
Most likely to belch while dining at the Waldorf Astoria...Colleen
Morrissey
Most likely to drive 200 mph...Ken Malomo
Most likely to do the "V" dance in search of a bug...Goomba
Most likely to be in a body cast by Alumni Weekend...Lance Vegna
Most likely to be the announcer for Wrestlemania 46...Chris
McCarthy
Most likely to act maternal...Lauren Rizy and Christa Bellafiore
Most likely to miss the comedy show at the Improv in California two
times...Renee Brown, Jen Monahan and Noelle Nish
Most likely to never record a check in her life...Karyn Clyne
Most likely to be mistaken for the kissing bandit.. Liam Baker
Most likely to be a Disney character...Chris Steger
Most likely to wear a flip...Dawn Randall
Most likely to dance on tables to cheesey '70's music..Overlook
Head neighbor...Marybeth Maransky
Most likely to read Axl's palms...Chris Limauro
Most "enthusiastic" dancer...Ken Ferruci
Most likely to "ninja"...Mary Nicholas and Jen Monahan
Most likely to make a fashion statement...Susan Bernaski
Most likely to sing "Be Our Guest". ..Marc Cobb, Marck Justin, Bill
McCarthy and Chris Steger (TH21)
Mr. Touchey...Gary Michaud
Most likely to calculate all New York Met statistics...Susan West
Most likely to crack call WVOF and ask for some Nuevo-Funk... Anna
O'Keffe
Most likely to analyze everything in life...Jen Monahan
Most likely to replace Peg Bundy on "Married With Children"...Karen
Lee
Most likely to be the newest WWF champion...Chris "Mush"
McCarthy
Most likely to outdrink and outlast his housemates at the
Roadhouse...Lance Vegna
Most likely to be found sleeping with a cardboard cut-out of Michael
Jordan...Maura Martin
Most likely to dance in a nude bar...Jane Amery
Most likely to drop out of graduate school to raise little vermin in his
house...Thomas Savinelli
Most likely to wake up in the moring and not know where she
is...Colleen Morrissey
Most likely to rack and yack again.. Leilani Davis
Most likely to wander the streets of New Rochellc.Mark Justin
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Cheers to the Golden Years
Jenn Pinto
Sometimes, it's the little
things in life that turn out to be the
most meaningful to us. Now, don't
worry, this is not going to be a soft,
mushy "goodbye-to-Seniors" article. Instead, I've decided to write
ablurb about all those "little" things
that each of us has experienced
over the past four years. These are
the things that may not get too
much thought or go unnoticed now,
but perhaps years down the road,
we may reflect on them and, at the
very least, get a laugh out of them.
To do this, we have to go
all the way back to the beginning September 4, 1988, Orientation,
the greasepole, George Bush, Jay
Leno, Harvest, paying Big Money
for 15-minute dances, Head of the
Charles, Transvestite Party, Seilers,
pulling chairs out with glasses on
them, putting huge holes in the salt
and pepper shakers, food fights,
the Quad, the Orient, streaking
across the quad, water fights, fire
alarms at 4 AM -3 nights in a row,
RAs, getting written up, having to
see Father O'Neill, borrowing
clothes, "borrowing" food, fresh-

The housing protest of 1990.
man 15, Halloween, 70's party,
Eddie Money, Sadies (aren't all
dances here Sadies?), walk of
shame, PDA, "Wanna take a walk
on the beach?", "thanx - good
night!", having your face pressed
up against the cement walls in
townhouse basements during parties, floor parties, around-theworlds, morning parties, roll-andgo, three-man and speed quarters
And...the Point, the path,
the second hump, the turnaround,
Fairfield Police, tickets, Mickey the security guard on campus, "in"
security, New Year's Eve, being
hungover, remembering, not remembering, late night binges,
puking-repeatedly, male bonding,
female bonding, bonfires, beach
volleyball, canoeing down Fairfield Beach Road, keg races, quoting movies, Spring Breaks - Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, South
Padre, St. Patty' s Day, NYC, Marty
and Lenny's, Fairfield Cab, falling
asleep on train ride home to avoid
paying fare because you're broke,
pennying in, Dogwoods, Clam
Jam, Screw Your Roommate, getting "screwed," Stags, Red Sea, 711, ready, case races, mid-semester estimates, stressing out, registering for classes, the lottery, and
massing out.

And...sophomores take to
the "Streets," road trips, long bus
rides, bathroom runs, Reach For
the Beach protest, buzzkills, eter-

Clam Jam '91
nal buzz, neverending buzz (you
get the idea!), getting written on or
doing the writing, hooking up,
blacking out, early morning drink
fests, Alumni Weekend, rumors,
misunderstandings about NOTHING, cooking dinner, getting dinner cookedforyou, shotguns, study
lounges, 3 AM runs to Mickey
Dees, growing up, Sunday morning storytime, laundry, quarters (or

sledding down Bellarmine, days
off because of snow, Irish Curse,
jello shots, snooze buttons, StagHer rats, the Mezz, war stories,

lack thereof), lax games, Super
D's, fake IDs, intramurals, playoffs, getting kidnapped, Cheers,
Boos, late nights, sloppiness, getting ugly, fired up, being clueless,
staying up late when you want to
sleep, early 1 st, long 8th, turbo 9th,
Beverly Hills 90210, and a "thirst"
for knowledge.
And...starting 15-page

suck it up, Master's, Al's on Thursday's, The Grape on Tuesday's,
kareoke, Tanglewood's happy
hours, Larry's, getting carded,
nicknames, snoring, talking in your
sleep, busting chops, 2 in the same
night, Airbands, unpaid bills, hairballs in the shavers, and 10,000
Maniacs.
And...Pop-A-Shot darts,
Melissa Etheridge/Indigo Girls,
Bake-a-rama, scams, phonetag,
Barney, SNET, landlords, rents,
illegals, townies, house accounts,
mooching, "borrowing" money,
bills, add/drop, "I Never" questions, beer goggles, the morning
after, lip syncs, The Mayor and his
bike, 400 Nights, Senior Week '91,
Orientation '90, getting locked out,
$1 drafts, irresponsibility, movie
mania, top ten lists in the bathrooms, private jokes, getting by,
getting lucky, over staying your
welcome, listening to/using corny
lines, MIA, POA, free food, guy
talk-it happens with girls, too, room
spinning, kegstands, majors, minors, choices, decisions, resumes,
interviews, rejection letters, the
acceptance letter, anxiety, turning
21, being legal, being broke, booze
cruise, Squeeze, 9 Holes, Senior
Weekend in Boston, 192 Nights,
92 Nights, "Oh, What a Night!"
And...yet
to
come...Senior Week, caps and
gowns, Last Call - May 17, 1992.
What does all this mean?

The Stag doing his thing.
term papers at 2 AM, old test,
cramming, blowoffs, sib's, red
ruggers, beer runs, being whipped,
hanging out, the Naut, Fudd's,
Uno's, Probation Viking Dinners,
special dinners, house dinners,
Cheapies, the 2000 degree library,
"Quiet Hours," snowball fights,

Good times, good friends, good
memories...Good-byeand thanx to
all my buddies for the BEST four
years of my life. Don'tget bummed
out that we're leaving, Let's just
toast to everything and everyone
the Fairfield University introduced
us to. Cheers!

Senior Prophecies
Karyn Dietrich...moving out of the country and committing polygomy and be arrested for
assault and battery.
Anne Suchocki...co-hosting the Howard Stern show, dirty dancing with the natives in Mexico
and in Jamaica missing in action, being searched for by her friends.
Gina Calvario...will be writing or typing Jerry's papers in graduate school, be telemarketing
at Nynex and slipping change in a Chippendales g-string.
Christine Cochrane...will be barefoot and pregnant in the middle of a part painting pictures.
Geena Goodhand...making her own aerobic video - "Workout with Geen and Checher."
Lynn lnderbitzen...\N\\\ be on the cover of Playboy.
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This year the Senior Class, along with the rest of the University community suffered the
loss of two of its most active students. Aileen Thomann died last November and Jamie Cantwell
just recently passed away this February.
Both deaths acted as a reminder that it is not only important to remember the fraility of
life, but also to challenge that very weakness as these two individuals did in their brief time here
on Earth.
Aileen, who was a freshman, was well-loved on her Jogues floor and was well known by
the members of theLoyola Singers, the Manor and tne FairfieldDramatics Society (FAIDRA), as
she spent many hours of her time working to leave her mark in these activities. She constantly
donated time and energy to these activities. Aileen was not without a social side as well, and as
told to The Mirror by Christine Looby, her Resident Advisor, she was one who " always looked
you in the eyes and was always concerned about others. She really enjoyed being here."
Jamie was an RA in Regis, a disc jockey on WVOF, a member of Alpha Sigma Nu (the
National Jesuit Honor Society), a Peer Counselor and Freshman Facilitator, as well as a good
friend to many here on campus. As expressed by Rev. Paul Holland, S.J., Assistant University
Chaplain, "he was a man of compassion, wisdom and insight."
Both these students exemplified the ability to turn outward and away from petty problems
and concerns to the bigger injustices and obstacles. This ability is needed by so many more in our
society.
It is unfortunate that these two young people were not given the opportunity to grow and
improve and bring their concern and compassion to even more people. However, the greater loss
would be if this year's student body, especially the seniors didn't pick up and carry on their efforts.
There is so much talent in this Senior Class and so much potential to make a difference. While
we all may be experiencing our own sorts of losses, it is important to remember all that we have
learned from the past and use that to educate us and others for the future.

Senior Prophecies

Eileen Sullivan...running Arthur Anderson.
Stephanie Theroux...dancing naked in Central Park.
Judy Zappa...still trying to be a beach person.
Andrea Durnbaugh...m\\ open a Noodles N' Massage Parlor in Blue Hill Maine, featuring the
all over body massage.
Margaret Fleming...will be eating out every night on her corporate expense account because
she spent too much time colling Budget Gourmet dinners in the microwave during
college.
Christine Fastenau...will be shopping.
Rebecca Hays...will be still be answering "Becky" to "Comment allez-vous," after being a French
major for four years at Fairfield.
Elizabeth Guertin...will still be biking across country because she's never met a deadline in her
life.
Jennifer Hackett...vi\\\ be saving the world with a cigarette hanging out of her mouth, in a frenzy
because she has so much to do in so little time, as usual.

Most likely to wear something black...girls of TH114
Most likely to have best pick-up line (that works)...Thomas Beirne
Most likely to be abducted by teenage aliens that have too much body
hair...Kathleen Bannan
Most likely to own a hotel that charges by the hour...Roger D'Agostin
Most likely to be found puching out a cardboard cut-out of Michael
Jordan...Tim McDevitt
Most likely to show you the moon...Dave Mazzarelli
Most likely to get sandwiched in some dirty dancing...Jeannie
McLafferty
Most likely to order General Tso in a Chinese restaurant... Jen Monahan
Strangest facial expressions...Cindy Trust
Queen Cheapie...Betsey Guertin
Most likely to name their pet Dino...Chris Steger
Most likely to sing "Albania" in a bathrobe...Kelly Crean
Most grateful recipient...Linda Greenwald
Most likely to coach her own basketball team...Stephanie Theroux
Most likely to hit on culb members...Matt Hart
Most likely to harass her pediatric patients...Ellen Westlein
Most likely to rob the cradle...Megan Cochran
Most likely to work for a newspaper...Emily Okenquist
Most likely to be the trainer in the next "Rocky" movie...Christine
Cochrane
Most likely to become Dan Marino's personal podiatrist...Marisa
Haddad
Most likely to make a Tofu Scrambler breakfast...Mary Nicholas
Most likely to hook up with a walL.Marbeth Maransky
Most likely to write a book of cheesy pick-up lines...Denis Klein
Most likely to be "a lil bit nervous"...Karen McManus
Most likely to throw a party with two cases and music from
1982...TH134
Most likely not to miss Ed Kent during dinner time...Thomas
Savinelli
Most likely to destroy furniture...Megan Sheehan
Most likely to replace John Gotti...Steve Passaro
Most likely to be arrested in 5 years after graduation for publicly
exposing himself...Peter Fitzgerald
Most likely to be called "Ho-ann" for life...Joann Cronin
Most likely to write for a soap opera...Kathleen Bannan
Most likely to turn into Chester the Molester after two drinks...Chris
McCabe
Most likely to become the future mayor of Waterbuy and follow in
Santa Peitro's illegal footsteps...Colleen Morrissey
Most likely to hang with a bricker...TH115
Most likely to poke your eye out...Sherry Perkins
Most likely to stay in on a Saturday night for no apparent reason. ..TH142
Most likely to say "Whaaaat?" with a confuse look on her face. ..Tracey
Lodie
Most likely to break a brand new appliance before using it...Noelle
Nish
Most likely to copy other people' s notes and call it "doing work". ..John
Jameyson
Most likely to get lost in the "jungles" of Fairfield..Stephanie
Theroux
Most likely to be seen with Janet Malley...Kevin Talz
Best Beach dog...Franklin
Most likely to become a water boy for the WWF and TH154...Chris
"Mush" McCarthy
Most likely to not get involved.. Judy Zappa
Most bubbly...Lynn Inderbitzen
Most likely to meet the real Jim Morrison and paint pictures of cows
for a career...Christine Cochrane
Most eccentric...Tanya Reiss
Most likely to rollerblade to class...Kelly Crean and Jen Monahan
Most likely to drink and talk at the same time...Charise Burt
Most likely to bite the nose of Checher...Judy Zappa
Most likely to not be asked to join the 1996 Olympic ski team...Cindy
Trust
Most likely to bum her arm and not be able to tell her doctor why.. Jen
Monahan
Most likely to catch a softball with his head...Ed Hardiman
Most likely to be a "Solid Gold" dancer...Bob Nardone
Most likely to be be on the bowl after a batch of brownies...The Big
House
Most likely to be assinated...Mark Sarro
Most likely to buy alcohol for minors...Kathleen Bannan
Sloppiest Drunk Award...Thomas M. Fitzgerald
(Honorable Mention...Linda Greenwald
Most likely to be acquitted on the grounds of temporary insanity after
mass murdering her entire seventh grade class..Jeanne Dooley
Most likely to lose her mind in additon to everything elsc.Mandy
Perma
The "Old MacDonald" Farmer Award...Amy Coccodrilli
Most likely to pass out on a stranger's porch and later be rescued by a
sober Griffer...Colleen Morrissey, Tom Savaneill, Kathleen
Bannan
Most likely to buy the copy write for "Beirut"...Steve Martorella and
Ken Malomo
Most likely to be in her element...Tara Dwyer
Most likely to be a repeat contestant on Studs...Mike "Cali" Smith
Most likely to save the world...Ed Hardiman
Most likely to vogue to Madonna...Lauren Rizy
Most likely to get drunk having spent $3...Karyn Clyne and Marisa
Haddad
Most likely to take "Break a Leg" seriously...Eileen Sullivan
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We Finally Made It!! Good Luck
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